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Voters Fail To Turn Out For Elections

by R. Carlos Stokes

The final Student Org. election of the semester was held the
T~ursday before Spring break, to
fill the 36 Student Council seats
in the Coholan Administration.
The turnout for this election
was even lower than the previous two elections. Only 135
Juniors, Sophomores, and Freshmen cast votes for their class
representatives.
Of the 36 Student Council
seats available only 34 candidates met the election requirements and appeared on the
ballot. Everyone appearing on
the ballot won.
Forty-nine Freshmen elected
their representatives for next
year's Sophomore class. The
highest vote getter was Kathy
Robinson who received 30 votes.
Al Schaefer was next in line
receiving 29 votes to gain a seat.
George Schifini and Laura Faccibene received 22 votes apiece.
Gina Rebilas received 20, Tereasa
Gonzalez 20, Kim Gayle 18, Juan
Galis-Menendez and Lynn
Romaniello received 17 apiece,
Linda Stott 16, Adrenne Carbone 14, and Sue LaPrette

receivedonewrite-invotetowin
a seat.
The class of 81 had the lowest
voter turnout with some 37 class
members casting their votes.
The highest vote-getter was
Rinaldo Lago who received 16
votes, followed by Tara Higgins
with 15votes, Angel Donnelly 13,
Renee Daniels and Betty Dixon
12 apiece, Susan Gunther 11, Pat
Reading, Diana lbarria and
Dayna Winston all received 10
votes, Dan McCarron received 9
votes, and Joe Sabatino received
6 votes. Leo Puente received 3
write-in votes to gain a Student
Council seat.
Forty-nine of next year's
Seniors saw fit to vote this year
electing their 12 class representatives.
Ken Bellero received the
highest vote count with 36 votes.
Valerie Allen and Fred Raimondi
received 30 votes each. Ralph
Abbate was next in line receiving 27 votes. Patricia Mays and
David Diaz both received 25
votes, Raul Roger received 24,
Ken Murray 23, Geri Zimmerman 22, Margaret Lerke 20,
Joseph Villa 18, and Gus Garcia

•

Photo by Joe Leatherwood
Kean student takes the time to cast his ballot in the Council election which had one of the worst voter turnouts in recent years.
received 17 votes to win a Coun- the Sigma Theta Chi fraternity ing trend of apathy by the
cil seat.
allegedly used the back of one of general student population,"
Several newly elected Council her campaign posters t o publi- stated Bellero.
" It should be the job of next
members commented on the cize one of their upcoming
low voter turnout. "I'm very dis- events. " As for all the Chi bro- year's Coholan Administration
appointed in the apathetic view thers, they can stick my cam- to bring those students who
students take as far as Student paign posters where they will do didn't vote back into the maingovernment elections go, but the most good," she concluded. stream of Student Organization,
Ken Bellero, a Student Council after all it is their government,"
that's to be expected considering n one was running," stated member who was re-elected by concluded Bellero.
"Every year that I have run, the
his class, also showed concern
Angel Donnelly.
Donnelly was also unhappy about the low voter turnout. field of candidates has dropped.
i
about the misuse Qf one of her
"Tt'!e low v er
me
carnpafgn poster... M n1be" f

Ransom Offer Causes Concern
by Juan Ga/is-Menendez
Photo by Joe Leatherwood
Council member Ralph Abbate was re-elected to his fifth term on

Council.
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The controversy which has
centered on the actions of
members of the Historical
Society of Kean College, and the

club 's plans to have a P.L.O.
representative on campus, have
refused to go away.
The Historical Society in it's
l~st meeting proceeded along

Anonymous Letter Sparks Confu_sion ·
Among Faculty And Union Members
fusion and a growing chorus of
Long after the recent faculty unfounded accusations from
strike was officially settled, the malcontents, that the executive
bitterness continues as an leadership is planning to exploit
anonymous individual , claiming and profit from the canibalistic
to represent Kean 's Local 2187, merit system. "
This unsigned statement went
circulated a letter bearing the
Union logo which questioned on to say, "The leadership wishes
the verity of statements made by to state for the record here and
Union leaders in the March 29 is- now that it will personally
boycott and refuse to profit from
sue of the Independent.
The Independent article in the disgusting merit system."
This letter bore the Union
question entitled, Union Leaders
Discuss New Contract,• carries letterhead, and seemed to imply
that it was an official communthe following quotations:
" It is not a bad idea to reward ication from the Union to the
excellence, however, what will faculty. However, in a letter
happen in reality is that the deci- dated April 3, 1979, Len Pierro
sion-making will become highly disclaimed any responsibility for
political, because the manage- the anonymous document on
ment here thinks along very poli- behalf of himself and Dr. Kelly:
tical lines. " (Len Pierro. presi- "In our interview with the
Independent last week, Profesdent of AFT/Local 2187).
"Because there is not enough sor Kelly and I expressed
money to reward a II of those that concern that the administration
are deserving, the problem of might attempt to exploit the
determining who is worthy and Merit plan for its own political
aims. To my knowledge this pershould be compensated , will
become very political. People fectly straightforward statement
might find themselves under did not give rise to conkusion as
pressure to please the adminis- the author of the forgery
tration. " (Charles Kelly. former claimed ."
Furthermore, Pierro went · on
chiet local negotiate for the
to make clear the fact. that this
Union).
Soon after the Independent unsigned document was not
was made available. the anony- authorized by , or written on
behalf of the Union leadership.
mous letter was circulated
among faculty members. It He refers to it as a " fraud " and
declared that the above state- declares he does not know "why
this
forged
statement was
ments had led to, "some con-

by Juan Ga/is-Menendez

written." Pierro told the
Independent that he considered
the letter to be " infantice," and
that its author "doesn't know
anything about the Union's
position on the merit system ."
The object of Pierro's disclaimer , according to Union
leaders, is the desire of responsible members of the Union to
discourage further pointless extremist tactics. One Union leader
noted the possible connection
between the person responsible for the anonymour letter,
and "the person who placed the
S.C.A.B. stickers on office doors,
which have done harm to all."
Some faculty members who
criticized the Union in public, or
in print, have found letters and
objects of an insulting and sometimes obscene nature in their
mailboxes. One member of the
faculty who wrote of the recent
faculty strike that "The cat
swallowed the canaries while
some of the canaries carried
sings," got an unsigned copy of
the letter which was disclaimed
by Pierro, with the additional accusation that the Union critic was
"kissing ass" for the administration. The satirical signature
which appeared was intended as
an insult to yet another faculty
member. It was written in a mock
hispanic accent . Pierro stated
that he had received this insulting note in his mailbox as well.

completely legal lines to provide
plans for the future of the club,
as well as determining the
process by which a panel of advisors would work with the club
memb_ers. Finally, specific candi, dates for such a panel were
named.
This latest meeting of the Historical Society was observed by
independent members of the
college community. These included members of Student
Organization,
representatives
from the college press , and
faculty members. All reported
the fact that one member took
the minutes of the meeting and
that proper procedure was
corrently observed.
Subsequent to this meeting
however, Cuban students
learned one of the persons
names forth is advisory panel was
Dr. Jay Spaulding of the History
Department. A substantial
number of students of Cuban
origin found Dr. Spaulding,
"completely unacceptable for
the position of advisor, due to his
contradictions on terrorism."
Furthermore, these students also
feel that Spaulding is "antiCuban. "
The basis of these allegations is
a letter drafted by Dr. Spaulding
which had been posted on his office door. It was read by
members of the executive Board
of Student Organization , and by
officers of the Cuban Committee, among others.
The letter offered a sum of
money on behalf of the Historical Society, for the arrest and
conviction of alleged Cuban
emigree terrorists, members of
the Omega 7 terrorist group. The
letter was also meant to convey
the anti-terrorist position of the

(Continued on page 3)
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Newsbeat
Handicapped Parking Explained
Kean students
and
staff
members who commute to campus by car have probably noticed
the new special parking slots
designed and reserved for the
handiupped. The parking
spaces are colored a bright blue
with the International Handicapped Symbol (a stylized
wheelchair) painted in white on
each.
Mr. C. Harrison Hill . Director
of Institutional Planning has announced to the college community that the new spaces are
reserved for disdbled drivers
only.
The handicapped parking areas are not for individuals with Kean
College Medical Stickers unless the driver also qualifies for special
parking privileges under New Jersey Motor Vehicle Law 39 :4-204. Individuals who qualify for these privileges will have license plates
bearing the International Handicapped Symbol or be identified by
plate and windshield stickers .
Mr. Hill stressed that the plates and stickers for the handicapped
are issued only to drivers with an established permanent disablllty
defined as those who " require a wheelchair for mobility or the use of
braces, crutches, or walkers or other artificial aids for walking," and
who find it " difficult or burdensome ... to walk. "
Mr. Hill emphasized the need for all campus personnel (students
and staff) to support the handicapped parking program .

•••

Commencement Commences
Approximately 960 seniors are candidates for graduation this June

7, 1979, according to Martha Wesman, Assistant Registrar. A roster of
their names is posted in Townsend Hall near the Graduate Office, T
106.
Requests for 1980graduation applications .are now available in the
Registrar's Office (first floor of the Administration Building) .
Graduation is riot an automatic process , therefore you should apply if you intend to receive your diploma next year. Prepare for 1980
graduation and sign up now.

•••

Hot L Baltimore
Lanford Wilson's "Hot L Baltimore" will be performed by members
ot the Kean College Theatre Series and People With Good Inten-

tions (the major black theatre group at Kean) on May 3, 4, and 5 at
B:00 p.m. in tht! Wilkins Theatre . Tickets are available at the Wilkins

Theatre box-office, 527-2337.
At Kean, the play will differ from its original New York production
in two distinct ways: director Jason Teran will choose students from a
variety of racial backgrounds for parts in the play and designer Bob
Harper will adapt the play to the Wilkins Theatre's large, thrust-styled
stage.
Dr. Jason Teran has chosen "Hot L Baltimore" because he feels its
message is significant for today's students : "It is a story of survival.
The main idea of the play is that we all must keep moving, even if we
are unsure of our footing. I admire the characters in this play because
they do survive, they are invincible."

•••

"The Member Of The Wedding"
"The Member of the Wedding," a film adaptation of Carson
McCuller's award-winning play , will be the final offering of the adolescent-in-conflict film series at Kean College. The film can be seen
April 25 at 3:00 p.m. in Hutchinson Hall (Room J-100) on the Kean
campus. The public is invited to attend the free showing.
Ethel Waters and Julie Harris co-star in the story about a young girl 's
search tor identity as she grows up in a small southern town. When
cast in this film, Ethel Waters became the first black actress to play a
leading dramatic role in a major studio production.
The audience is invited to participate in discussion following the
film with college faculty Dr. Robert Zito and Dr. Bernard Weinstein
and Affirmative Action Director, Mrs. Ellen Curcio. Also participating will be Mrs. Betty Levin, psychotherapist and consultant , and professor Sidney Krueger, film series coordinator.

•••

Seminar On Nerve Cell Growth
A seminar on "Nerve Growth Factor" (NGF), a protein necessary
for the development and survival of nerve cells, will be presented at
1 :-40 p.m., Tuesday, April 24, at Kean College by Dr. Mark Bothwell of
the Moffett Laboratories in Princeton .
He will speak in Bruce Hall, room 109, at the free seminar sponsored by Kean's biological sciences department. Refreshments will
be served.
Dr. Bothwell is interested in NG F's regulation of the mechanism by
which various cell types specialize or differentiate.
Additional information is available from Dr. Judith Rosenthal , 5272012 or 2464.

•••

Annual Spring Arts Festival
The annual Kean College Spring Arts Festival will be held on the
College Green, between the library and the Student Center Building, on April 30 from 10:00 a.m . to 3:30 p .m. Kean College students
will be exhibiting crafts , painting and other fine arts. In the event of
rain the festival will take place on May 1. The public is invited to
attend the festival.

Spring Film Festival:
''Modern Times & After''

1 he Kean College Spring Film
Festival 1979, a four-day film
symposium on twentieth century
industrial-technologica I society ,
will be held Monday, Aprjl 23,
through Thursday, April 26 , in
Hutchinson Hall , Room J-100.
1 he Festival, sponsored by jhe
college Student Activities Oft'lce,
rownsend Lecture Series and Phi
Alpha 1 heta honor society, will
include commentary by college
taculty specializing in feat ured
areas. All events are free and
open to the public.
Modern Times (1936), with
Charlie Chaplin , will open the
Festival on Monday , April 23, at
1 :40 P.M. The ShameofThingsto
Come (1936), described by Dr.
Martin Siegel , Kean history
department, as " an uncanny, futuristic exploration of the impact
ot technology on war," will be
seen at 7:40 P.M . Dr. Siegel has
been organizer of the Film Festival tor the past eight years.
Three short iilms from the
Depression Era - The Plow That
Broke the Plains (1936) , The River
(1937), and The City (1939) -will
be shown Tuesday, April 24, at
1 :40 P.M . Dr. John I:. O 'Connor,
editor ot the Film and History
journal and history professor at
New Jersey Institute of Technology, wjll lead the discussion.

A Nous la Liberte (1931), a
French satire on the liberal , revolutionary ideologies of the 19th
and 20th centuries , will be ~een
at 1 :40 P.M . on Thursday, April
26. Dr. Warren Sussman , chairman ot the Rutgers College history department at Rutgers University, will comment. At 7:40
P.M ., Metropolis (1928) will, according to Dr. Siegel , bring the
Festival to a dramatic close with
" an exploration on the theme of
the mad scientist and the
dangers ot technocracy. "
The Man in the White Suit
(1952) uses comedy in the British

•

style to make its point at 1 :40
P.M . on Wednesday, April 25 . At
7:40 P.M., Memories of Underdevelopment (1968), a controversial study of revolutionary life
under Castro, will be seen. Dr.
Cayetano Socarras, Kean history
protessor as well as a former attorney and government official
in pre-Castro Cuba, will discuss
the movie.

Additional information on the
Film Festival is available by calling Dr. Siegel at the Kean
College hi.story department, 527-2123 or 527-2167 .

Photo by Ralph Abbate

Dr. Martin Siegel hopes to see a successful program.

The -Homesteader
Campus Housing Consumer l'ommentary
This is your ·worn · out later on when you will have less
Homesteader. I certainly · hope time to devote to these "little
everyone enjoyed their trips to chores ."
Florida, Tahiti, and Shangrila. I
Besides making sure that the
for one had the great pleasure of normal monthly items are done
visiting the Union Center , boy (the stove, floor, refrigerator,
what a sight I
and bathroom) you also have to
While all you lucky residents get those "things" back into
were baking in the sun and surf I shape that aren 't normally
was busy in the goo_d old liQrary. inspected during the once a
Such is life. Poor Homesteader.
month inspection.
I sincerely hope everyone enMost residents have made an
joyed their vacation , and I hope art out of defrosting refrigerthe Easter Bunny brought you ators and cleaning stoves, but
something . From here on out it is these other " things" take a little
going to be a rough one.
more time and heartache to
Right now I would like to take complete.
this opportunity to urge
The biggest hassle is of course
everyone to finish or start those the walls. You know, those
term papers that are due next sheetrocked things that hold up
month. There is nothing worse the ceiling .. If you are like most
than an all night paper residents you may have used
marathon . Don 't wait until the tacks, " magic mounts," or masklast minute!
ing tape on your walls to hang up
In approximately a month and your posters.
a half most of us will be moving
If you did use any of these ditout of the Residence Halls once ' ties to hang up your posters you
again until next Fall . It is during may have already damaged your
this last month of residency that walls. The tacks of course cause
we are virtually bombarded with holes. If your walls are white you
all kinds of events and happen- can usually spa ck le them without
ings. You can always expect term
repainting. (Ivory soap also
papers , finals, and of course the
works well.)
end of the year parties.
If your walls are painted a
But during this time we often different color you can retouch
forget one thing , that we will the spackle with the paint you
have to face the final inspection used to paint your room. (I sure
and check out . There is only one hope you have some left over
way to avoid the last minute from the beginning of the
clean up rush. Do what you can semester) .
now so you won 't have to do it
Masking tape tends to leave

Friends of WKCU
you are cordial~v invited
to attend
WKCU'S 2ND ANNUAL
AW ARDS DINNER
May 20th, 1979
Admission: $10 per person
Price Includes
Open Bar and Hot & Cold Buffet
For further information Cont-~ct
Russell Stokes or Ken Bellero
at 289-83-88

glue marks on the walls after you
have removed posters . Once
again if your walls are white you
can use a mild soap solution and
a sponge to wash them off. If
your walls are painted you might
as well "touch up" with the left
over paint.
"Magic Mounts" are great to
use to hand up heavy posters,
but they also can cause the most
damage to the walls if they aren 't
removed properly.
If you don ' t take your time
removing these "little gems " you
can wind up tearing the layers of
sheetrock on the walls. If you do
th.is, expect to get charged
heavily.
Most of the time " magic
mounts " tend to remain on the
walls . Pick as much of the mount
off as you can . The remaining
mounts can be rubbed off with
your fingers. (Make sure they are
clean, so you don 't leave
smudges.) If you use alot of
"magic mounts " you can expect
magic blisters from all of the rubbing. It's better then being
charged for a paint job. For some
reason the walls are the classic
chargeable item in the
apartments.
Another classic chargeable
item this year will be the rugs .
After all they are brand spankin '
new.
If after close examination you
discover a stain or spot on your
new rug, don'. t panic. Use a mild
solution of liquid detergent and
scrub the stain with a rag or
heavy duty sponge. It even
removes wine stains in some
cases. Believe me.
The main ,thing to remember
when doing your final cleaning,
is to make sure that your apartment is in the same condition as
when you moved in. (Remember
those yellow inspection sheets .)
The main thing to remember is
give yourself enough time to
take care of those particular
cleaning chores . In the long run
it will save you money.
P.S . Keep those cards and
letters rolling into the "new and
improved" Indy ofkice in c/o
The Homesteader.
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March Of Dimes
Super Walk Set

Krones Korner
by Robert Pilgrim
& Frank Finnerty
Due to a lack of subject matter,
we the Kro nes, figured we w ou ld
test our read ers w ith a crossword puzzle. We al so have some
thoughts on past articles:
1. fuck you if you don 't like
our language.
2. We believe Kean College
students should newer settle for
second best in any college services and especially not in a
bank .
3. fuck you if you can 't take a
joke.
P.S. Enjoy this puzzle and if
' you can 't solve it, shove it where
it will do the most good.

Down
1. Missi ng column writer , possibly
searchi ng for roots .
2. Paper desperate enoug h to prin t " Krones Ko rn er ."
.
4. Name a ho ly polish jo ke.
5. Ho usi ng Czar wit h Oscar
Mad ison 's desk .
6. Son of _ _ _ _ . .44 Cal iber
kiljoy.

9. Fat Latin wit h fu nny beard . (2
w ds .)
13. Roger 's warde n - The Reverend
Wh ite Glove. (2 w ds).
14. Student _ _ _ _ . (A bbrev.)
(Parente 's Parl im ent ).
16. Wh ere the " st ea der" sho u ld
stay.
20. Space dru n ks w ith bla ck ha ts,
The _ _ _ _ Brothers.

Answers on page 5
3

4

7

IO

/3

IZ

II

PUZilE CLUES

14

Across
1. Drunk puzzle writers.
3. Circular movie & music house,
on the circle.
7. A place to get fl eeced .
8. Replaced by plastic cups in the
pub,
10. Writes every other week about
the R.A . selection process.
11. Carried by Keanstone Kops and
Marshall Dillon .
12. What jerk-offs like to pull. (2
wds .)
15. Maintenance Mogul
17. Short, bald man with much
power (2 wds .)
18. Deserves Abramson's job.
19. Great Stone Face with dark
glasses
21 . President, also famous hot dog.
22. Drunk Richard's Alibi (2 wds.)

IS

.17
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Ms. Viunno said that Super
Walk '79 will be a fun event
featuring bands, clowns, and

l--™ AFFAIR BRlEfS______ ]
by Waher McAdams
Are you finishing school this
year with a portion of your G.I.
Bill still unusedl Perhaps you
would like to use it up, but you
don't want to go on to graduate
school or take a second undergraduate degree. Be r-ssured:
there is a way for you to use those
remaining months of entitlement without going to college.
Veterans can use their benefits
to pay for a number of different
programs, providing that the
particular school or course of
instruction is approved by the
V.A. for example, apprenticeship and on-the-job training can
be paid for by the V.A ., including farm cooperative training . In
the case of farm training, a full
twelve months of benefits can be
paid for instruction sch ~duled
for at least 44 weeks of the year .
O t her types of cooperative training can be funded under the G.I.
Bill as well.
Flight-training, for the purpose
of preparing a veteran for a
career in aviation , can be pa id at
a rate of 90% of the established

nobody
asked!
He was in his twenties.
So was she.
Both were Catholic, unmarried,
prayerful , creative .
Both cared about people
and cared for them.
How come h e never thought
of the priesthood?
How come she never thought
of being a nun?
"No one ever asked me:·
they said .
Is this your story?
No one ever asked you?
Well, we're asking.

-- Mail Coupon Today! ----------------

s- s7

D Diocesan Priests D Religious Priests
D Brothers D Nuns D Lay Ministries
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _ _ ZIP _ _ _ __

VOCATIONS COMMITTEE/SUPREME COUNCIL •

OF

New Haven. CT 06507

tuition and fees for a nonveteran. The veteran must first
possess a valid private pilot's
license and meet the necessary
medical requirements, however.
Correspondence
training is
computed on the same 90%

oenefits can be paid for elementary or high school education as well. Also, it does not
come out of his 45 months of entitlements.
There are certain restrictions
and various payment schedules

basis, one month of benefits be-

pertaining to these va~io.a

ing deducted for each $311 .00

grams, and all training must be
completed IIV4lbi.n cite,- -r-,
delimiting date (unless there was
a physical or mental disability
which provides a basis for extension). Drop by the office for further details.

paid to the veteran.
If a veteran you know has

hesitated to enter any educational programs because he lacks
a high school diploma, he may
be pleased to learn that G.I.

COLUfflBU§ ~.

------------------------------

Historical Society, which had
been questioned in light of th e
plans to have a speaker from the
P.L.O. on campus .
Manuel J. Gobeana , former
president o f the Cuban Committee as well as current member
of the group's executive board ,
(a club not funded by Student
Organization) , voiced
hi s
concern and that of the students
he
represents :
" Personally ,
based on his letter, offering
bounty for the capture of Omega
7 members, it seems a contradiction to bring P.L.O. people here ,
who are guilty of killing innocent people."
furthermore ,
Gobeana
pointed out, " no hispanic group
has taken sides on the P.L.O . issue , we feel the atta ck on Cubans
were unwa r'ranted ." .
Mr. Gobeana , along with
others , hasdrafteda letter calling
for the removal of Dr. Spaulding
from the panel of advisors , since
he, " will not be able to advise , or
re present Cuban members of

Pl'O-

NJ Psychological Assn.

Kean Student Awarded
The New Jersey Psychological outstand ing promise for profesAssn . Winifred Starbuck Scott sional work in t he fi eld o f school
awa rd w il l be presented to a psychology at an awards lunchKean College student fo r the eon April 21 at t he Lafayette
second year i n a row at the assoc- Motor Inn.
In her work at th e chi ld evalua iation 's spring conven ti on in
ti on center at the college, M s.
Atlantic City.
Audrome Kl i mas , who Klimas was responsible fo r t he
received a professional d iploma collection and analysis of data for
and certification from Kean in t he first 50 children seen in ProFebruary w ill be cited for her ject Child f ind, an experiment al
program devoted to t he ear ly
detection of learn ing di sabilit ies.
New Jersey children fro m birth
to si x years o f age are e ligi ble for
t he H istori cal Society."
t he analysis, whi ch all ows ea r ly
Dr. Spauldin g mentioned ter- professional help and a redu crorists, but he also men tioned tion of the development of a potGus Garcia , Treasurer o f Student
ential handicap. The informaOrg. and , according to man y tion can also be used to . alert
" made derogatory implications
schools to the kinds of preparations of a personal nature. "
t ions and interventions needed
Dr. Spaulding has made h is to help children identified as
position clear . He has attempted
learning disabled.
to demonstrate, " how diff icult,
Other Kean College particihow controversial it is, to just
have such .a speaker on campu s pants at the NJPA convention , to
... all o f the present controversy, be held April 20-22, will be Dr.
before the man has spoken one Adella Youtz, psychology proword ." He claims also that all fessor, who will chair a paper ses- •
allegations against him were sion ; Dr. Samuel Kutash, psy" not based on facts." The letter chology professor, who will parwhich had been , and is, the ticipate in a panel dealing with
center of controversy , has been psychoanalytic approaches to
removed due to its " possible treatment of depression. Also,
Dr. Joyce C. Heller, professor o f
illegality."
Dr. Spaulding declared his ob- speech pathology, and Audrey
jective was not to attack Cubans , Shulman, research and clinical
nor to sell anybody on the assistant, who will present a
political philosophy of the P.L.O. paper on the mod ification of
Rather, he has tried to po int out stuttering behavior.
Public registration at the
the difficult responsibility of free
speech, by indicating the d iffi- convention is invited . for inculties in expressing an un- formation , contact ·NJPA, 308
Main St., Orange 07050.
popular viewpoint.

Ransom Offer
(Continued from page 1)-

KRIGHT§

C.E.C.
Dance
Marathon
Is Coming

29th.

z

Please send information on :

many other forms of entertainment.
She said t hat " Scoby Horses"
band w ill begin entertain ing at
8:30 a.m. along with clowns and
comic hosts Larry and the frog.
The March of Dimes will also
award prizes to individuals
collecting the most amount of
money.
According to Ms. Biunno, the
grand prize is a weekend for two
at Disney World, Orlando,
Florida; the 2nd prize is a Peugoet Bike donated by Aaron's Bike
Shop; and the 3rd prize is twonights for two at the Playboy
Club, Great Gorge.
Individuals can sign-up for
Super Walk by calling the March
of Dimes 24 Hour Super Walk
Hotline, 351-0320.

Anita Biunno, M arch of Dimes
Super Walk Progra m Coo rd inator, announ ced t hat over
2,000 people have regi stered fo r
the event.
Super Walk '79 is scheduled
for Sunday, April 29 at 9:00 a.m.
The Walk, which is 35 kilometers long, will begin and end
at Kean College and include five
Union County communities .
According to Biunno, community response has been excellent and the Union County
March of Dimes has set $50,000as
the monetary goal for Super
Walk '79.
The March of Dimes is
engaged in a fight against birth
defects. Money raised through
the March of Dimes fund raising
is used for research, medical services, patient aid, hospital grants,
and public and professional
health education.
1 'We're very pleased with the
interest in the event shown by
the residents of Union County"
said Ms. Biunno. for that reason
we're anticipating an additional
1,500 people to register by April
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Ed Williams Leads Safari Into Deepest Kenya
The initial success of the six- the world 's most spectacular see- · Kenya .
year-old Kean College Travel- nery and ind ulging in the more
After lunch , their drive will
earn Program may well have prosaic tourist delights of
co ntinue eleven more miles
resulted from the simple premise snorkeling off the coral beaches
throug h the forest until they
that it 's more fun to study in far of Malindi and bazaar shopping
reach the Ark, a most incredible
away settings than it is to hit the in Mombasa and Nairobi .
nautical structure r.esting on a
books on home base. A more
7500-foot spur surrounded by a
The unconventional aspects of
philosophical explanation is the trip becomes apparent wit h
sea of mont,tne. This modern ark
offered by Edwin Williams, coor- an advance look at the threeholds a maximum of 79 passendinator of International Studies week-long itinerary. While some
gers, two by two or in single acat Kean and director of Travel- of the learning will take place in
commodation.
earn .
traditional cultural centers in
The animals outside are limitAccording
to
Willia~s . cosmopolitan Nairobi, most will
less. From dusk through the
" Learning on site is an experi- resu-lt from " hands on " particiensuing night , birds and
ence that adds an extra dimen- pation in actual safari into the
bushbuck are joined at the Ark 's
sion to the usual thril I of travel- game preserve at Masai Mara
waterhold by elephant and bufing abroad. The opportun ity to and the national parks of Lake
falo. Rhino and giant forest hog
participate in an imaginative Nakuru, Amboseli , Tsavo and,
come in to sample the salt lick.
study program about the people most exciting of all , "The Ark ," in
And , surprisingly often, rare and
and places you are visiting turns a Aberdare.
elusive bongo venture out of the
relatively short pleasure trip into
Although a night spent on this
dark undergrowth and into the
a source of lifelong enrich- very modern and luxurious
bright spotlights of the Ark 's
ment."
" Ark " may not rival 40 days on its
observation decks.
This July, Williams will back his Biblical predecessor, the expericonvictions with action when he ence is almost as extraordinary.
The rema ining excursions on
leads one of six Kean College The traveling students will first
the
Kenya expedition may not be
Travelearn programs on a wild - drive three hours through
as glamorous as the Aberdare
life safari in Kenya. Mr. Williams ' Kikuyuland to the Aberdare
Ark, but they offer equal opporgroup will study culture and con- Country Club, where lunch is
tunity to study unusual scenery
servation while enjoying some o f served in f ull view of Mount
and wildlife. Many of these
safaris will be accompanied by
leading East African researchers
who will discuss aggression and
territoriality,
communication,
social groups and· habitats while
their students observe the classroom unfolding before them .
" This," says Professor Williams,
" is what Travelearn is all about. "
While not every-trip is as exotic as
this one, they are all safaris journeys into new learning and
new experiences - of one kind
or another."
Besides Kenya the Summer
Travelearn itinerary includes
trips to England, France, Japan,
the Soviet Union and Scandinavia. Additional information
about the Travelearn Program is
available from Professor Edwin
Williams, Coordinator of International Studies, Kean College
(201) 527-2166.
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NAVY OFFICER.
YOU GO RESPONSIBILITY THE MOMENT

YOU GOTHE STRIPES.

toll free 800-342-5855.) Early responsibility.
A lot of big corporations offer you a big
It's what being a Navy Officer is all about. .
title. But-how many offer a young college
graduate a really important job?
NA VY OPPORT~ITY
B698 7
As a Navy Officer, you don't have
I
INFORMATION CENTER
I
to wait to do a job that counts. We give
I
P .O. Box 2000, Pelham Manor, N.Y. 10803
I
you one as soon as you've earned your
J D Send me information on Career Opportunities I
commission. A job with responsibility for
I in the Navy (¢G) .
I
the lives of others, and for millions of dollars
__ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ I
of complex equipment. A job that requir-es I D Call me at._ _
(Area Code)
1
skillandleadership.AjobthatNavyOfficers I NAME' - - - - ~ - - - - , - - - - I
First
(Please P rin t)
Last
have been doing proudly for 200 years.
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1
I
If that's the kind of job you're looking
I CITY_ _ _ _ STATE,_ _ ZIP_ _ _ I
for, speak to a Navy recruiter. You'll find
I
I
that Navy Officers have unequalled
DATEOF : _ __ _ _ - - - - - - I
Birth
tCollege Graduation
opportunities in fields like Nuclear Power, I
I tUniversity_ _ _ _ _ _ _ •GP ..____ _ _ _ _ I
Aviation, and Engineering.
L CN4/9 ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ J
Or call toll free 800-841-8000. ( In Georgia,

r

NAVY OFFICERS GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST.

SAT's In
Spanish
Draw 80
Applicants
Scholastic Aptitude Tests were
administered in Spanish, Saturday, April 7 at Kean College to
eighty Hispanic applicants for
the college's unique bi-lingual
undergraduate program . According to Maria Tobenas, admissions counselor, the tests will
again be offered in late summer
and in the fall of this year.
With approximately 600
Spanish-speaking students enrolled, the Kean bi-lingual program is the most extensive in
New Jersey, offtring all general
education
requirements
in
Spanish during the first two years
of study, while Hispanic students
master English as a second language .
Besides her admissions responsibilities, Ms. Tobenas coordinates an orientation program
in Spanish during the summer
months so that Spanish-speaking
freshmen can learn about the
programs and facilities of the
college . Student members of the
Spanish Social and Cultural Club
conduct the new freshmen on a
campus tour, i ncluding dorm
facilities as well as Spanish research and textbook materials in
the Kean library.
Additional information about
the program is available by calling Ms . Maria Tobenas at the
Kean College Admissions Office,
527-2195 .
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Hotli,n e, Cited Nationally, Grows On
The Kean College Communication-Help Center continues to be one of the most active
crisis-intervention
programs in the nation.
A partially completed National
Evaluation of Crisis-Intervention Programs shows the Kean
College program receiving over
40 crisis situations daily. an increase of over 50 percent in three
years. The National Evaluation
also indicates the Kean Help
Center is one of the largest, with
over 1,000 volunteers in its eight
year history.
1

Referral Data 1977-78
Number
100
141
73
266

C.at~t?

1.A rtion
2. Academic
3. Birth Control
4. Child Abuse
5. Crank
6. Uatin,i
7. Uepression
8. Uru~s
9. tmp oyment
10. Financial
11 . (.;eneral Into,
· 12. Han,i Up
13. Homosexuality
14. Housin,i
15. lnlormation
16. Legal
17. Loneliness
16. Marital
19. Masturbation
10. Medical
21 . Parental
1.2. Peers
1.3. Pregnancy
24. Runawa y
15. Sexual
26. Su icid e
27. V.D.

13
213
94
147
67
65
165
3 ,014
121
47
3 ,115
66
2,556
111
lOII
111
109
111
76
35
346
76
70
11 ,456

lotals

Year
71-72
72-73
73-74
74-75
75-76
76-77
77-76

%
.9%
1 .2%
.6%
2. 3%
.1%
1.9%
.8%
1.3'.lf,
.8'.lf.
.6'X,
1.6'.lf.
26.3%
1.0%
- .4%
27.2~,
.6%
22. 3%
1.0%
.9%
1.0%
.9%
1.0%
.7%
.3%
3.0%
.7%
.6%
100 %

Calls
771
3,536
5 ,650
7.775
8 ,002
9,247
11.456

lotals Since Program Began in 1971
Suicides
1 2=1 .6%
32= .9%
58=1.0%
120=1.5%
95=1 .2%
84= .9%
76= .7%

% vs last year
- .b'X,

- .2%
- .3'½,
+ .8'X,
- ."I"½,

- .l '½,
- ·1.rx,
- .4'X,

- .2%
- .3'X,
+ SX,
+3.6'¾,
- : I'¾,
- .b'X ,

-s.n.

- .5'½,
+5.2'½,
- .J'X,
- .2'½,
- .2%
+
+ ."l'X,

The Kean program is under the
direction of its founder Tom
O'Donnell. O ' Donnell cites his
quality staff and program reputation as the primary ingredients of
its success. " Although the quantity of our volunteer staff is
declining in accordance with the
national volunteer decline , the
quality of our current staff gives
us the strength and motivation to
handle the increase o f crisi s
situations. "

.-,-x.

- :1•x,
- :l'X,

+1:1'½,
- .2'X,
- .l 'X,

+ .l 'X,

Volunteers
71
l.U')

O ' Donnell
further
states,
" Our reputation , especially outside New Jersey, has also aided in
enhancing the quality of our
program." During a recent lecture tour, O ' Donnell cited the
importance of programs upgrading their training and selection of
volunteers to assure the quality
services to their clients .
Since 1971 , the Kean College
Hotline has been a significant in-

12b
·152
·153
-U L
·11 b

7 year totals:

46 .41 2

Y5Y

477=1.0%

fluence in the Crisis-Intervention movement in this country,
as well as around the world .
Programs as far away as China
have used the Kean program as a
model. The programs' " Procedures Bqoklet" has become the
" Bible" for the development of
new programs around the world
and the program will publish its
4th ed ition sometime this
summer.
O'Donnell, who is also the
founder of the New Jersey State
Hotline Association, is currently
the Eastern coordinator of the
National Hotline & Crisis-Intervention Network. Due to the
many accomplishments of
O'Donnell and his staff, he will
be honored later this year as the
top Crisis-lnterventio·n specialist of the decade .
The Kean program has been
featured in several nationally
published articles and has been
involved in several radio and T. V.
specials. Recently , O ' Donnell
an 11ounced the new coord inators for 1979. They are : John
Kulesza - Hotline coordinator,
Hinda Appel - Walk-In coordinator, Cathy Gardner and Dan
Pyle - Community Outreach
coordinators, and Kathy Florm an n
Communications / Newsletter
coordinator.
The programs ' Hotline numbers
are (201) 527-2360, and 289-2101 .
Their
special
Parent-Line
numbers are (201) 351-5877 and
351-5878.

Referral Date 1978-79
Date
9/ 4-9/ 10
9/ 11-9/ 17

#

9 / 18-9/24

91]5-10/ 1
10/ l-10/ 8
10/9-10/15
10/16-10/22
10/ 23-10/29
10/ 30-11 / S
11 / 6-11 / 12
11 / ~3-11 / 19
11 / 20-11 /26
11 / 27-12/3
12/4-12/ 10
12/11-1 2/17
12/ 18-12/24
12/ 25-12/ 31
1/ 1-1 /7
1/ 8-1/1 4
1/ 15-1 /21
1/22-1/28
Totals

ol Calls
266
284

Female
100
150

D.iy
158
155

Night
lOII
12'!

358

166

192

1b7

191

307

148
201
165
115
177
67
125
134
61
127
119
167
75
55
55
74
48
59
2.579

159
199
196
171
106
111
224
130
65
166
121
115
111
70
76
71
95
93
2,142

174
515
182
145
106
149
197
118
134
136
121
166
160
133
109
110
99
67

133
115
179
141
177
l l.Y
152
14b
11 2
179
119
llb
1 2b
Y2
·114
bO
44
b5

2.123

l,b07

400

361
266
285
276
349
264
246
315
240
262
286
225
233
170
143
15 2
5.730

.

Male
66
l.!4

Most Day
lhurs.
lues.
1-n.

h1.
1-n.
Mon.

ho .
W ed .
M on .
l ues.
M o n.
lu es.
Mon.
l ues.

~"Mon.
I ues.
lu es.
Wed.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.

Rel.

W.i,.-ln
4

5
lb

l
I

"

.5,

10

1
l

s

l(J

5
7

l

b

"14

7

ll
1.l
4
15
ll
15

"IO
j
j

8
ti

l
l
l

b

5
7
y

l

.,·1
tll.

1.l
16
-----JlY

Photo b y Ralph Abbate

Hotline Director Tom O'Donnell mentions the quality of the staff and
the program's reputation as the major reason for its success.

Answers To The

F all Semester 1978-79

Cate~y
1. A rt ion
2. Academic
3. Birth Contro l
4. Child Abu se
5. Crank
6. Dating
7. Depression
8. Dru~s
9. Emp oyment
10. Financial
11 . General Into .
12. Hv,i Up
13 . Homosexual ity
14. Housing
15. lntormation
16. Legal
17. Loneliness
16. Marital
19. M asturba tion
20. M edica l
21. Parental
J.l . Pee rs
J.J . Pregnancy
24. Runaway
1.5. ~xual
16. ~uicide
1.7. V.LJ .

l ot als

%

Number
45
60

.6'½,
1.0'X,
.b'X,
1.3%
.1•x1
1.6%
1.2'X,
1.7'½,

j]

75
5
92
66

96
43
51

.H•x,

HO
1,854
78
46
1 .0.!4
52
1 ,262
b3
55
60

52
43
51

'

.9'¾,
2.3'¾,
32.4%
1.3'½,
.ti%
ltl.0'½.
.9'¾,
22.0'X,
1. l 'X,
1.0%
1.4'¾,
.9'X,
.tl'X,

KRONES PUZZLE

% vs last year
+ .l'X,
+ .TX,
+ .4'X,
- "I. T X,
U.U'X,

.-1·x.
+ .5'X,
+ .5'X,
+ .4'X,
+ .5'X,
+ ·1.u·;-..
+ b.8'!1,
+ .l'X,
+ .5'i,,
- "14.4'!1,
+ .4 ' ✓.,
+ ·1.1 •;.,

88

.9'½,
.5'½,
3.1'½,
1.5'X,

71

l.l'X,

+
+
+
+

5.730

100 'X,

+

25
17b

.

.TX,
+ .4 '.%,
+ .4 '},.
U.U'>.,
- .l'>.,
+ .J'>.,

+

_y•;.,
.U'J,,
- I '~,

t.

RG

.L'%,

I

L
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EDITORIAL

I

A·nonymity Questioned

As observers of student politics, we've recently noticed a glaring fault in the Student Org. election / office taking process,
namely; the process fosters irresponsibili!Y•
Consider: Over 18% of the Executive Board 's term in office is
carried out while they are in a lame-duck status. If that isn 't bad
enough , the incumbents serve as lame ducks during the most
important time of the year: when budgets are approved.
This situation has no parallel in the larger state and national
elections where , wisely , only minor business is considered during the two month period between elections and changeover.
Rightly so, for it would be a ludicrous and dangerous state of affairs if lame ducks were to control the destiny of the nation . As a
point of fact there are numerous formal and informal controls
expressly designed to prevent such a situation. Ot many,
staggered election times and differing lengths of time in office
would be impractical here, however; reducing the time
between el~ctions and the assumption of office and, more importantly, scheduling important business so it doesn 't ta ll during changeover can effectively reduce the irres po nsibility and
abuses of office lame du cks are prone to .
A two month changeover process is much too lon g to r a one
year term in office. Indeed, in public elections wher e office
terms generally run from four to six times the length of ours (i.e
four to six years) the changeover only takes two months. Put
more simply, even a one month changeover is more than adequate for Student Org.
Scheduling zhe consideration of budgets to fall before the
elections is equally desirable. A rescheduling would eliminate
the unfortunate set of affairs now plagueing Student Org.
where lame duck Finance Board and Student Council members
can, with impunity, voice their petty personality confl~cts aFid
grudges by cutting budgets without fear of being held accountable for their actions.
It is sad, sad but true.

l BE.LIE.VE.
THERE:S REALLY
AN OIL
~HORTA<:,£.

MANIPULRTlfol{:,
SUPPLIES.

Dear Editor :
I am a student (not at Kean ) majoring in journalism. I occa sionall y
meet my girlfriend at Kean and have read your newspaper numerous time s. While I generally enjoyed the varied articles, I don 't
agree with your unusual (in a journalistic sense) t endency toward
anonymous reporting . I refer to your two columns " Homestead er"'
and " The Krones. " The nature of both these columns appears to be
t hat o f accusatory dialect d irected at times at individuals or groups. In
one issue " The Homesteader" stated he couldn 't reveal his/ her identity becau se he/ she lived in dormitory hou sing and he/ she would be
subject to revenge. Your " Krones" writer/ writers don 't say what fear
intimidates them . Seein g one's thoughts and opinions in pri nt is a
democratic privilege to individuals willin g to stand behind them .
Yours trul y,
Joseph Ci nt ula
Editors Note: Krones Korner is not an anonymous column. The Krones are a visibly active group on campus but, to avoid lurther confusion, we shall hereinafter publith the
bylines of the people responsible tor the articles. The Homeste.ider(s), as you slate, have
much lo lose and little lo gain through ·a loss of their confidentiality. As to the 'unusuar
nature of anonymous reporting, many reporters for large dallies or national maguines
use pen names. Also, many important stories are first revealed by confidential sources.
Finally, the Homesteader is not anonymous since the Editor and several other people on
the Editorial Board know the Homesteader(s) identities. The identities are just kept confidential.

Rahway Prison Writes
Dear Ed itor,
.
Greeti ngs : The Forum o f Rahway State Prison takes this time to
proudly introdu ce you to its correspondence program . It is the objective o f our program to bring about meaningf ul and positive interactions between t hose men presently incarcerated behind the walls
of Rahway St ate Prison and interested persons on the outside, who
would enjoy writi ng to someone who presently exists under these
conditions.
Indeed, among many people in society there exists countless myths
and misconceptions about prison and prisoners. And it is The Forum
who, through the establishment of this program, intends to bring
enlightenment to those areas and minds where there are none. There
can be no better way conceived to do this than to have those who
have a human interest in the men, who although incarcerated, are
very much still a part of society at large, interact through mail and get
to know them.
To make this program work the participation of everyone is
needed and encouraged by The Forum . Behind these walls of
Rahway are many individuals who are in need of knowing someone
cares. The burden of prison is a poignant one, and with loneliness

(<:;_ontinued on page 7)
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The opinions expressed in the signed columns and interviews of
this newspaper do not necessari,l y reflect the opinions of the editors.
Nor is anything printed in this paper, unless directly noted as such; to
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Organization.
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(Continued from pa_qe 6)
combining its presence, life becomes even more debilitating to the
spirits of the men.
Our invitation to join us is an open one, our need is human; we
urge all to aid The Forum in the development of our goals. All interested persons wishing more information should send a long self-addressed stamped envelope to : The Correspondence Program, c/o
The Rahway Forum, Inc., Lock Bag " R," Rahway, New Jersey 07065.
The Forum thanks you for your time in reading this, and we ask that
you pass it on to your readers 111
Cordially,
Arthur Fitzpatrick
Coordinator Correspondence Program

Give Ireland Back
Dear Editor:
I was happy to see Paul Edelen 's editorial in the Indy on March 22. It
is about time people have been made aware of the horrors the Irish
have bee'n experiencing for years.
I have one question : why have we stood by for so long and si mply
have done nothing to help the Irish ? Americans are always fighting
for equal rights. What about human rights for the Irish, so they too
might lead a normal life?
As Paul Edelen pointed out, it is about time we open our eyes to the
Irish problem and do something about it. Finally, some politicians are
making an effort to recogni ze the problem in the North . Americans
should also be made fully aware of the problem . I am sure many of
the Irish-Americans, including me, are happy to have a day they can
celebrate their Irish ancestry, but how many of them are aware of the
hell many o f their ancestors have gone through , and are still experiencing?
Diane Wright

Kibbutzers
Can't Complain
Dear Editor:
We were appalled at the small student turnout for student council
elections. It is sad to think that so few feel it is important to vote. But, it
is usually the same people that do not vote, who are the first ones to
complain. These people who pass up their right to vote should realize
that at the same time they have passed up their right to complain.
Also, we would like to pose a question to those who do not vote.
Do you people realize that it is council who has the final say as to how
and where your student activities fe:es are spent?
U napathetically yours,
Tara Higgins
Angel Donnelly

Prez Thanks Rockers
Dear Editor:
These are some of the great people I would like to thank for making
the rock-a-thon a success:
Dave Meyers: tor all his help, from eating my potato chips to getting Charlie Daniels to come to the Rock-a-thon .
Charlie Daniels: for giving his time and coming to the Rock-a-thon
to help out.
Jim Mahan: for the case of beer.
Dee Lawson: freshman class secretary, for giving so much of her
time.
Jim Monico: Leukemis Society Director, for being so helpful.
Sue LaPrete: I could not have done it without her!
"Eternity": the country rock band, for playing for the rockers.
Gino's, Burger King, Dunkin' Donuts, and 7-11: for donating food.
Thanks to those great rockers: the Rock-a-thon would not have
been possible without them!! II
I also thank all those who donated money or in anyway helped out
The Rockers: Susan Jean PaPrete, Phyllis Topchik, Loretta Van Hook,
Mary Hasenfus, Jean Manley, Janice Skero, Teresa Caselli , and Donna
Rothenberg.
Thank you,
Mark Cichowski
Freshman Class President

Accountants Complain
Dear Editor:
Last semester, the Kean College Society of Accountants was
formed here on campus. Recognition was at first difficult, as with any
new organization . The students and teachers involved have struggled
for positive results, and were rewarded for their efforts with a visit
from Mr. Gary Hamm, a representative form the firm of Price-Waterhouse & Co. , whose purpose was the recruitment of graduating
seniors. We were pleased to be able to attract a firm that has achieved
world-wide recognition.
The day of Mr. Hamm 's visit, something occurred that could possibly have a negative effect on the future recruitment program at
Kean, because of the actions of one of the staff in the Management
Science Department. During the time Mr. Hamm was trying to conduct interviews, he was treated abruptly and discourteously. The actions of this staff member were certainly not exemplary for an accredited Ph.D ., and may have jeopardized the chances of those
students seeking a career with Price-Waterhouse & Co. It impugned
the integrity not only of those interested in accounting as a career but
the integrity of the Kean community as well.
Sincerely yours,
Accounting Society, KCNJ

CP Lambasted

OP-ED
Recently, Kean Coll,ege announced auditions for jazz musicians who
play original music. Those chosen to play would be featured in a concert
and be paid between $500 and $1 ,000. I would like to commend those ·involved in sponsoring this worthy project. It is not often that amateur jazz
musicians get a chance to perform original music in public, let alone being
paid to do it. I have been told by the person in charge that there will be
another such audition and concert next semester. Perhaps Kean College
will soon have the honor of pioneering a concert format that will generate
into an annual event.
In view of all the benefits of such a concert, I strongly object to its administration. Upon contacting the director by phone three weeks prior to
the audition, I was informed that ten bands were to audition, and six would
be chosen to perform in the concert; however, when I called him three
days before the audition, I was told that six bands were auditioning, and
only the winner will perform. Aside from it being confusing and misleading, it would seem that $500-$1,000 is a comfortable sum to be divided by
six bands, but sounds like an exhorbitant amount for one band, in view of
the fact that all musicians must be amateur. I was also informed that there
would be a panel of judges, not associated with the college, to determine
the results of the audition. Considering this fact, it is unfortunate that nine
out of the fifteen bands that applied were never heard by the judges since
the director, who is not a musician, eliminated them from the audition.
I can see great potential benefit from such an undertaking, so I would
like to offer the following suggestions for future auditions:
1. Include a return address on the application.
2. Provide the applicants with information regarding who is sponsoring
the e~ent, and any rules, regulations, and procedures involved in determining the results, including what hours to plan on setting aside.
3. Set a deadline for returning applications rather than stating "as soon
as possible."
4. If you want tapes sent to you, then ask for them on the application
rather than waiting for applicants to call you to find this out.
5. Let the Judges hear the tapes and they can make a preliminary elimination.
6. Make arrangements to return the tapes to those who sent them if they
ask that they be returned.
7. If you do make a preliminary elimination, make it far enough ir;i advance so that applicants will not be waiting until the last minute to find out.
8. If you should eliminate a band, extend them .the courtesy of informing them. It is quite possible that some appl-icants cannot be reached during the day. Try calling in the evening. Applicants should not be subjected
to constantly calling the Student Activities office to find our information
that only the director is capable of providing.
9. If you leave for the weekend early on f riday before the Monday aud~tion, and still haven't ~ontacted all the applicants, then leave information
with someone else at the office, so that in the event the applicant is forced
to call you, and you're not in, another person can give out the information.
feature as many bands as you can. After all, it is all original music that has
most likely never been played in concert before. Just think of the variety of
sound it presents to the audience. I think you will find that the bands are
willing to play for much less money, considering the exposure and good
time they can have by participating.
Sincerely,
James E. McDonough
Hopewell, N.J.
P.S. It is unfortunate that the band chosen to perform, 'Awareness,' was
competing with the sound of loud music from a fraternity party in the adjacent room, as well as competing to draw an audience against the 'Gil Scott
Heron and Lonnie Liston Smith' concert.

I

Dear Editor :
,
To all day shi(f)t campus police : Who arealwaysatthewrongplace

at the wrong time!
May the bird of paradise shit on your heads next time you give out
tickets during school breaks !
Guess Who? ,
Name Withheld by Request

The OP-Ed is a vehicle f~r anyone in the c,1mpus community to express an opinion thilt would be
interesting, entertaining or otherwise valuilble.,.~11 ilrtlcl~ should be Hmlted to 600.words a~ submitted- :6y 3:00 p.m. F,!1,day.
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Want A New Stlldent Centerl
Give Your Input
UNIPLAN/LOEWE ASSOCIATES
Invite All Student Groups To
A Meeting To Discuss The ·
Feasibility Study Of The
College Center
2:00-2:45 - Student Organization Campus Service Groups
3:00-3:45 - Student Organization Special Interest Groups
4:00-4:45 - Student Organization Campus Media Groups
and other Groups with Ottice Space
5:00-5:45 - I.F.S.C., Fraternities, Sororities and Honor Societies
6:00-6:45 - Evening Student Council
7: 00-7 :45 - Graduate Student Council

2-6 p.m.

Tuesday, April 24th
College Center Front Lounge
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• April 20th, 4 P.M. all the way to April 22nd at 1 A.M.
• Prizes, booths, movies and mud fights with much. much more
Larry and The Frog will MC the event
• SCATE will sponsor films, a magic show, and a fashion show
• The Gospel Choir will also be returning from last year
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This is ,·ust a partial list
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Groups wishing to sponsor events should c o ntact:
~
~
Angela Villone at 351-5730 or call Student prg. 289-6200
i
l anyone who wants to dance should contact Mary Bet·h Hi/ditch 527-2949 ~
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MUS C IOX
Elvis Lights Up At The Capitol
by Michael C. Mitsc h
The Armed Funk Express,
featuring Elvis Costello and The
Attractions, stopped in N .J. at the
Capitol for the first of five shows
in the area during April Fool's
Day weekend .
There was some doubt about
the concert because of adverse
reaction to some statements Elvis
made in a Cleveland bar. He
apologized and said the remarks
were only meant to infuriate
Steven
Stills and Bonnie
Bramlett. Though there were no
pickets , cameras and recorders
were prohibited as a precaution. Despite this, his group put
on a show so tight that you felt as
if the whole band was one instrument and there was a
speaker in every seat. To Phil
Spector fans this is known as a
wall of sound .
The opening group for this
tour are · The Rubinoos, from
California. Although they drew
catcalls in the beginning, it was
only a matter of time until the
whole audience was caught up in
the fun of their music. Much of
their music recalls the freshness
of the early Beatles with songs
like "Driving Around" and "I

Wanna Be Your Boyfriend."
Some of the other origi·nals
featured the tight harmonies
used in the music of the late so's.
They also did excellent covers of
The Ventures' " Walk, Don ' t
Run ," and " Please, Please Me "
from the Beatles. "Rock and Roll
Is Dead " was their last song but
the audience was hoping for
more."
However, no one was disappointed to see Elvis appear on
stage in his white jacket and tie
and glasses, reflecting the bright
lights. Possibly being preoccupied with the need for security,
Elvis' set was a bit slow in gaining
momentum. The first five songs
did conta in credible versions of
" Goon Squad" and "O liver's Army" but it wasn't until they did
"Green Shirt" that the potential
of this band 's live performance
was unveiled. To say that the cut
on the "Armed Forces" album
pales by comparison would be
an understatement. Starting out
softly this song displayed the extremely effective use of dynamics and lighting that would be
present the rest of the evening.
Elvis gave his most emotionally moving vocals during

Palladium Gets No Mercy
by Steve Scarpelli
It had been a long time since
Nazareth played the Palladium
but the show was well worth the
wait. Their current tour had to be
their hottest ever. Supporting
oneohheir most notable albu~s
to date, " No Mean City," the
band is featuring new lead guitarist Zal Cleminson on the
album and the tour. Cleminson
showed extreme amounts of
talent, showmanship, and insan ity. He burns on the axe.
Coupled with the licks off
Manny Charlton ' s nimble
fingers, Nazareth has a sizzli ng
six-string attack . But overall I was
impressed by the talent of all the
members as well as the band as a
whole. Though I' m sure he must
gargle with razor blades, Dan
Mccafferty sang harder than
anyone I've ever witnessed . Pete
Agnew pumped fiercely on bass
while Darrel Sweet wailed visciously at the drums. The music

was very tight, very loud, and
very energetic.
They roasted through old
favorites like " Hair of the Dog,"
"Born to Love," "Kentu cky Fried
Blues," and " Love Hurts. " But
"Expect No Mercy" had to be the
anthem for the evening. " Just to
Get Into It," "May the Sunshine," and "Simple Solution,"
from the new release sounded
really intense. Then again
Nazareth showed great versatility for a heavy metal band by
doing an excellent acoustic set.
Other crowd shockers included
Nazareth's versions of Clapton's
"Cocaine," the Yardbird 's
"Shapes ofThings," and ZZ Top's
"Tush ."
If you 're into loud rockin '
heavy metal the Scottish band
that's been doing it for years is
doin it harder than ever. After
witnessing Nazareth scorch the
walls off the Palladium , I don 't
believe that there is a city that's
too mean for these guys. ·

WKCU Top Ten
Rock Playlist
Album
1. Look Sharp
2. Desolation Angels

3. Sanctuary
4. Parallel! Lines
5. McGuinn, Clark &

Hillman
6. Darkness on the
7.
8.
9.
10.

Edge of Town
Who's Next
Excitable Boy
Magazine
Live At Kean

Artist
Joe Jackson
Bad Co.
J. Geils
Blondie
McGuinn, Clark &
Hillman
Bruce Springsteen

Label
A&M
Swa n Song
EMI
Chrysalis
Capitol

The Who
Warren Zevon
Heart
Tito Puente

MCA
Electra/ Asylum
Mushroom
CCB Presents

Columbia

~ILGRIM MEDICAL GROUP INC.
Atf ,1,ate of Wome ns Medical Center at K ,ngsbrook Hospita l

A CLINIC FOR FIRST AND MID-TRIMESTER

Free Pregnancy Test .

-,.,46 1500

Examination and Counselling I '
393 Bloomfield Ave .. Montclair. N·.J . 07042
In N .J . Call FREE
Bank A mericard

(800) 772-2174
M aster Charge

v,sa

THE ONLY STATE LICENSED ABORTION FACILITY
IN ESSEX . PASSAIC MORRIS & UNION COUNTIES

N.J. STATE
LICENSED
ABORTION
FACILITY
HOURS: 9-S
MONDAYS
lhru
SATURDAY

"Allison" which went straight
into a rousing rendition of " The
Beat ." "Accidents Will Happen "
was one of the rare songs which
the band seemed to rush
through.
Other songs that showed
superlative use of lighting arid
dynamics were " Hand in Hand,"
" High
Fi," and
especially
"Watching The Detectives. "
During this song the stage was
completely darkened for the
quiet instrumental break in the
middle. Elvis' face was then lit by
an eerie red light while he
delivered the verse of quiet lines.
Then when the stage erupted
again with music, all the lights
were shining just as brill iantly .
I didn 't expect the concert to
last the 1½ hours it did but the
audience demanded an encore
after " Radio, Radio" and Elvis
delivered with " Pump It Up" and
"You Belong To Me" both of
which had the crowd waving and
shouting. Though he tried to
appear serious and indifferent,
Elvis couldn 't help but smile at
the reception he got and I
couldn't help but smile after experiencing the way he earned it.

Johansen
At Creation
.,

by Marie Fidali
Creation in W. Orange has
been leaving Thursday nights
open for recording rock artists
and the crowd tu rnouts have
been more than enthusiastic. On
March 29, rock and roll fans
gathered to see The David
Johansen G110up.
Fa.Icon Eddy warmed up the
audience with some good songs
such as "Who Do You Love? "
and " Valerie." They were a
pretty good group with some
potential. However, the
audience seemed to get tired of
waiting for The David Johansen
Group.
Some time after twelve, Johansen grabbed his mike and began
entertaining us with his wailing
tunes . The crowd went wild I My
friends and I had to stand on bar
stools to see what was happening on stage. The group performed music from their debut
album which proves to be as
good as live. " Donna," " Frenchette," and " Pain In My Heart "
were among the good things in
store for the audience that
even ing. There was plenty' of
singing among the crowd when
the group went through "F unky
But Chic." Other excellent riffs
included: " Not That Much,"
" Cool Metro," " Lonely Tenement," and " I'm A Lover." The
David Johanson Group came on
for two encores which included
" Girls," " Happy Together," and
some really fine N . Y. Dolls tunes .
The David Johansen Group
consists of David Johansonvocals , Johnny Rao-guitar ,
Thomas Trask-guitar, Buz Verno-bass, and Frankie La Rockadrums . If you're looking for a
good show, don 't miss The David
Johansen Group. They 're full of
talent and energy . Look out Mick
Jagger, David is fantastic!
All views expressed in Music Box
are the opinions of the Music Box
staff and do not necessarily represent
the views of WKCU 59, AM, the
Independent or its parent
organization, Student Organization.

by Nancy Crespo
Gloria Rojas had more than
everybody's attention on April 3.
She had our hearts, our minds
and some of our emotions.
Mrs. Rojas is a Puerto Rican
newscaster for channel 7 Eyewitness News. She has been working for 25 years and cannot
think of a most satisfying job to
do.
She used to be a teacher. On
channel 13 she taught " Ingles
para Todos," English for Spanish
adults.
Gloria was always interested in
news. In 1964 she went about asking what she could do to be part
of a newsteam. This seemed very
hopeless.
In 1967 the riots occurred. A
commission was establ ished to
find out what went wrong with
the country and broadcasting.
The media was examined . This
lead to active recruitment of
minorities for broadcasting.
Gloria had mentioned to
someone that she was interested and this person asked her to
join the newly formed minority
program at Columbia. She had a
pick of all the jobs because she
was Spanish and female at the
right time. There was no other
reason that lead to her hiring.
She was not prepared for th is job
and had majored in mathematics in college.
Channel 7 has a~ ,any women
as there are men. ABC is under
agreement with the federal
government to hire minorities.
What motivates Gloria Rojas to
continue in this line of work? She
has a 20-year old son in college.
College costs a lot of money and
she makes alot of money. She
works because she has to. Gloria

meets alot of people . She says
she is naturally nosy.
The sisters of the Latin Sorority made Gloria an honorary
member and presented to her a
certificate. It was the first time
she had contact with a sorority in
any way.
The Spanish students have had

many activities and many rnvre
to come . To aII those who complained about the lack of activities and publicity, "Where are
you?" Show your faces at these
activities and let us know that
that emergency meeting accomplished something. You can't
criticize something you know
nothing about_
Angel Canales, el cantante del
hit "Kung-tu Karate," will be
playing at New Jersey's Institute
of Technology on April 20OLA, the Spanish organization, will sponsor this dance as
part of their Latin festival week .
The dance will be held at the
student center located off High
Street and Bleeker Street in
Newark. It will commence at 8
p.m.-until. Admission is $2 per
female and $4 per male_
Nose olviden! El festival Latino
de Kean se llevara a cabo el 27 y
28 de abril. En el 27 abra una presentacion cultural en el teatro
pequeno durante el dia_
Ray Rodriguez Jes tocara lo
mejor en Salsa el 28 a las 9 de la
noche. Esta sera le mejor oportunidad para demostrar su
talento en el baile_ La fiesta sera
gratis y abran refrescos para
todos. Tambien estara con
ustedes Mr. Rhythm Machine Carlos Gonzales. See you there!
On April 2, Kean College
welcomed the Puerto Rican
Traveling Theatre on campus.
This theatre consists of a group of
Puerto Rican actors from New
York.
They performed two plays at
the TPA, "Un Jibaro" in Spanish
and " La Compania" in English.
Both plays were short but very
good.
If you missed the plays, there is
still a chance to see them_ These
plays are performed throughout New York on many occasions. The "Village Voice" and
"El Diaro" on Fridays have a
theatre section where you can
check to see if they are playing
and where.

Student Activities Monday Night
Jazz Series Presents

Robin Kenyatta
April 23
Little Theatre

8:00 P.M_
Free Admission

Invite the bunch ...
Mix a great, big bucket full of

Open House Punch
Serves 32 . .. tastes like a super cocktail I
Greatest drink ever invented! Mi x a batch in advance,
add ice and 7UP at the last minute ... serve the crowd
right out of the bucket! Smooth ' n delicious. Wow!

Recipe :
One fifth Southern Comfort
3 quarts 7UP
6 oz . fresh lemon juice
One 6 -oz . can frozen orange juice
One 6 -oz . can frozen lemonade

Chill ingredients . Mix in bucket.
adding 7UP last. Add a few drops
food coloring (optional) and stir
lightly . Add ice , orange, lemon
slices . Looks and tastes great!

Southern Condort"
You know it's got to be good . . . when it's made with

SOUTHERN COMFORT CORPORATION. 100 PROOF LIQUEUR. ST. LOUIS. MO . 63132
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Fred Benjamin Dance Company

Photo bv )O.H ' :,a/a .,
In Wilkins Theatre on April 3rd, the Fred Benjamin Dance Company appeared.

Photo by Jose :,alas
lhe Company is composed ot dancers trained in all dance disciplines, is based primarily
on the modern jazz idiom.

Phot o bv Jose Sala$

Mr. Benjamin is a well known dancer and .•.

Photo by Jose Sala s
Choreographer, who appeared on Broadway and taught in Europe.

Hector Levoe Opens Salsa Show

Hector Levoe opened the tirst halt of the show.

Photo bv Ralph Abbate
·

Photo b y Ralph Abbate

Photo by Ralph Abbate
Levoe provided some good Latin rhythm.

Photo bv

)OP

Leathf'rwoncl
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Ph o to b y Ralph Abbate
"The Concert ot the Year," a Salsa Spectacular.

Salsa Spectacular

Pho to by Ralph Abbat e
lito Puente, the main attraction ot the Salsa Spectacular.

Pho to by Ralp h Abbate
Puente on drums and fred Figeroa provided the vocals that kept the crowd happy.

Photo by Ralph Abbate
Photo by Ralph Abbate

TITO

ruENTE
ond r
ORlHlSTR~
Pho to b y Ralph Abbate
l ito Puente pertormed many well known tunes.

Photo by Joe Leath erwood
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GIOrta Rojas Speaks

Photo by Rhonda Lf'ipzig
Gloria Rojas, of ABC TV ...

In:The Little ·Theatre·

Photo by Rhonda Leipzig

Photo by Rhonda Lf"ipzig
. .. spoke about the media ...

... and how she got her start.

Ice Cream Eating Contest

Photo by Al Lavaliere
Lambda Chi Rho sponsored an ice-cream eating contest. John
laCosta of CC.B. swallows another mouthful of that COLD
stuff.

Photo by Al Cavaliere
Women as well as men participated.

Photo by Al Cavaliere
Lambda Sisters kept dishing it out as the eager competitors made it disappear.

Photo by Ralph Abbate

Photo by Al Cavaliere
The WINNER. Over 25 bowls ot ice cream to win one case of Michl Who could drink beer after
that feat.

Photo by Al Cavaliere
Many competitors tound it ditticult to hold the stuff down after
the race.

-

Photo by Al Cavaliere
!,ome were there just to enjoy the many varieties of ice cream
available.
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Dear Me: Now In Paperback

"T·he. Itinerant Fool"
Returns To Kean

from any University, but who is
nevertheless, a cult figure among
college students and with young
people in general.
Ustinov's recent, partly a_utobiographical work, Dear Me, has
been re-distributed throughout
the metropolitan area, in a
cheaper paperback edition.
With this sometimes hilarious, always warm recollection of
a life filled with love, and a style
based on pure talent, the author
wishes to make clear his commitment to all of those friends,
who have admired his acting,
and would like to know more
about the life of the actor.
Ustinov has a way of telling his
story, which is so delightful, that
it rivals the famous charm of
Peter Ustinov, the conversationalist. The result, is a book
which is read too quickly. The
problem is simple, regardless of
how much the reader hopes to
postpone turning the pages,
there are simply not enough
pages to turn.

by Juan Ga/is-Menendez
Dear Me, by Peter Ustinov,
Penguin Books, 1979. 340 pages.
Peter Ustinov is a man of many
talents . He is not only a versatile
actor, but he is also a brilliant
author, humorist, painter, and
set designer. He is a cinema
director, who never graduated

celebration of their possibilities,
The Co-Curricular Program
Board is pleased to announce a foolish endeavor by any
that Ken Feit, "The Itinerant measure.
Please plan to participate in
Fool" will be returning to Kean
Kean College's third exciting exCollege on Wednesday and
perience with "The Itinerant
Thursday, April 18 and 19, 1979.
There will be a performance of
Fool."
Ken Feit's unique dramatization
of "A Fool and His Vision" on
Thursday, April 19, 1979, at 8 p.m.
in the Little Theatre . Admission is
by Allan Margolin
free to this performance and all
are welcome to attend.
1. What was the name of Bill
Ken Feit, "The Itinerant Fool," Bixby's car and private plane on
brings the medieval tradition of The Magician?
the court jester to our campus. In
2. On Hogan 's Heroes, what is
mirroring contemporary events Hogan 's rank?
and issues, " The Fool" enter3. Who played Bligh and
tains, but like Shakespeare's Christian in the original Mutiny
jester, he is the voice of reason , on the Bounty and in the 1962
informing, cajoling, influenc- remake?
ing ... Here is a total communica· 4. On My Three Sons, Ernie is
tor (verbally and extra-verbally) adopted. What was his last name
who celebrates life and death before adopted by the
(not deadness) and is alive to a · Douglasses?
sense of wonder, mystery and
5. What is the name of 8arney
paradox . In community with and Betty's son on The Flintfools of other cultures and ages stones?
(Jewish badhan, zen monk,
6. On Gilligan's Island, what is
primitive trickster, medieval jes- Mrs. Howell's maiden name?
ter, night club comedian and cir7. What is Morticia 's maiden
cus clown) . Ken hopes to invite name on The Addams Family?
people from banal buffoonery
8. What is the name of Beetle
into a full blown discovery and
Bailey's Sgt.?

Trivialities

Welcome back . Hope the
vacation gave you the rest and
renewed zip for final papers, examinations and
for some,
graduation. The miracle of
vacation has always delighted me
- just when a vacation is needed
the most, it pops up. Someone
gave me a bunch of daffodils and
my pulse quickened to meet the
corresponding pulse in Nature
it's really happening Spring!
The Wednesday before Spring
(there's that word again I) recess,
the WOMAN TALK audience
was educated in the art of understanding the body and how it
utilizes food. Frankye Bocher,
lecturer on nutrition in the
Montgomery Township Schools,
believes that poor eating habits
cause the degenerative diseases
(heart problems , arthritis ,
cancer) and the general sluggish , less-than-top condition in
which most of us spend our days.
The audience asked questions,
expressed concern and interest
in knowing more about what
foods would benefit their bodies
most.

•••

On our return from the Spring
recess, WOMAN TALK will be
looking forward to welcoming
Dr. Marcella Haslam of the Kean
College Counseling Center as
our guest speaker . Appearing on

9. Who played the Riddler on
Batman?
10. What is the name of
Richie 's older brother on Happy
Days?
11. What was Bogart's name in
Casablanca?
12. What is the name of Josie
and the Pussycat's drummer?
13. What shields Superman
from Kryptonite?
14. Name the Brady Bunch's
housekeeper.
15. Who played Phileas Fogg
in Around the World in 80 Days?
·u,M!N P!"'O ·st
pue 'a=>!IV ·vl ' pea1 ·n ' -<po1aw
·n ' ~:l!"!f "LL ' ~:>n4::> "Ol 'U!4SJ09
~ueJ:f pue U!ISV u4of "6 ' appo~
·18s ·g 'dwnJ:f "L '41JOM)UaM
·9 ' wweg wweg "!i ' uosdwo41
·• •a~ewaJ a41 U! opueJg uopew
pue pJeMOH JoAaJ1 pue 1eu18po
a41 u1 a1qe9 ~Jeo pue uo148nei
sa1Je4::> ·r '1auo10::> ·z 'l!J!ds · L
:sJaMsuv

Wednesday, April 25th, Dr.
. Haslam will present a program
on assertiveness. She is weWknown to us for she often attends
WOMAN TALK to enjoy the
speakers. Join us for a stimulating noon-time session.

•••

The Campus Center for
Women is pleased to announce
the formation of a brand new
group on campus - a group for
Women. The initial meeting was
held on Monday, April 16th from
5:30 to 6:30 p .m. in the Campus
Center for Women, located in
the book store building. Any
Woman is welcome to be with us
on Monday evenings. Bring a
brown bag supper and join us.

•• •

•••

•

3. Eric Clapton & Cream

I
1,

--------I

Tuesday, April 24th
Little Theatre

• •••••••••••••
n,ro Jenn &,lecolo~lcal

Cetter.
ti:X•i;\ •UJi#fl1 1HJ't II

I••
••

FREE PREGNANCY TESTING

Abortio n Proced ures

11

11
I~

I
= I

Birth Control Counseling ( : ) •
Sterilization Procedures
•
Complete Obsletrica l &

1 e
I 1•
11 Gynecological Care

--------------------~

8:00 P.M.

•••

1. History of the Beatles
2. Robert Klein

'// d
Please return to CC-143 w h en f I e out.

NBC Telecaster, Reporter

RECOMMENDATION:
Our
speaker on Nutrition , Frankeye
Booher, recommended one
book ifone book were all we had
time for. For those o f you who
did not hear that part of the
program , the book was "Psycho
Dietetics" by Dr. Cheraskan .
Happy and healthy reading.

1. Did you enjoy the shows? □ Yes or □ No
2. Which one did you like best: Please circle

I

David Diaz

•••

·Video Awareness

II

Townsend Lecture Presents

The Union County Technical
Institute and Vocational Center
is showcasing its own Kean Festival. A former Kean graduate assistant who did her assistantship
in the Students Activities, Joan
Beisser is coordinator of the
Health Forum to be held on
Saturday, April 21st from 9:30 to
3:30 p.m . As a consultant to the
Union County Technical Institute and Vocational Center,Joan
has planned a program which includes Esther Krueger from the
Health Education and Mary Ann
Herina-Brandon, a graduate of
the School of Social Work. The
Director, Shirley Alper, is also a
Kean graduate and is supporting
WOMEN and Kean through this
program . Put it on your calendar, April 21st.

Montclair State College
Women 's Center is presenting a
special
seminar
series
for
Women called Sales Career for
Women . Reserve three Saturdays, April 28th, May 5th , and
May 12th, from 10 a.m. to 12:30
noon . Consisting of workshops
and the opportunity to speak
with and hear from Women in
sales fields, the seminar will take
place at The Women 's Center, in
the Math-Science Building. The
fee is $30.00 for the seminar and
further information is available
from the Women 's Center, 8935106 .

I
4. Heavyweight Fights
I ]. Would you like more video? □ Yes or □ No
l
I 4. Were the showings in a goo d spot.
I
□ yes or □ No·

The narrative is never gossipy
and never spiteful. However,
there are anecdotes about Sir
Ralph
Richardson and Sir
Laurence Olivier, as well as
., Ernest Brevin and J.B. Priestly.
From Burton and Taylor to Kirk
Douglass, the book is always
clever, and never to be taken too

The Management Development Center for Montclair State
College is offering a seminar for
Women titled " A Woman's Opportunity ...Starting Her Own
Business." The seminar will run
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. with a cafeteria lunch available and looks
like an opportunity to learn the
details about the process for
entering your own small business. Further information is
available from Mrs. Phyllis Mirchin of the Management
Development Center, Montclair State College.

•----------------------------,

i'

Dear Me, serves as a reminder
(to all of those who may forget, in
this age of movies and television) the fact that there is still
nothing like a good book.

seriously. In short, it is a masterpiece of it's genre.
There is also the technical
aspect of the work. Ustinov is a
wonderfully gifted author. His
paragraphs are crisp and clear,
and he does not commit the error of allowing himself to stumble, in making the difficult transitions from description, to recollection,
to
second-hand
anecdotes. Everything is as it
should be, words are carefully
used, and there is not one unpleasant sentence to be found.
The man is obviously in love with
the poetic beauty of the English
language. The condition is highly
contagious,and readers may find
themselves affected. For this
reason alone, the book is worth
reading.
Finally, to those who claim an
autobiography is nec_essarily
dull, Dear Me will prove to be
something entirely different.
There are always bad books
and poor authors. However, H
seems more worthwhile to me to
highlight the good, rather than
point out the bad. In a world
where for the first time it has
become possible for people to
enjoy all sorts of literature, far
too many ·books of good quality
remain unread. It is the major
purpose of this column to encourage reading. Therefore, it
may be expected that the books
which are mentioned here shall
hopefully be worthwhile. Dear
Me for example, is a joyful literary experience and is enthusiastically recommended.

Call375-0800 forimmediateappt.

I

I

Located l block from Irving ton Cen ter
Hours9am - 5pmMon.- Sat. Amplepark,ng • .
40 Union Ave .. Suite 104 . lrvirigtl"ln , N .J .

~---1111•■■■■■■•

Robin Kenyatta will perform a sol';l concert for the Mon•y Nig~t
Jazz Series at Kean College on April 23 at 8:00 p.m. The
ert 11
offered free to the public in Kean's Little Theatre.
.
Kenyatta is an internationally noted jazz saxophontst.
• best
known for his recorded version of the theme song for the flM, "Last
Tango in Paris.'' Recently Kenyatta has been introducing reuae rhythms into his compositions.
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. Puente And T-e vo"e Give Satisfying
by James Murray Ill

Concert

The College Center Board presented a Salsa Spectacular last Monday with the King of Latin Music, Tito Puente and the very talented
Hector Levoe.
Hector Levoe aroused the crowd with his hispanic lyrics and dancing. Hector's band consisted of 4 horns and 1 cowbell 2 bo"ngo 2
congas 1 bass 1 piano. Hector had the crowd dancing in th eir seats
and in the aisles . Hector Lovoe can most certainly please a crowd .
The second set was the Great Tito Puente . He has been on the show
scene for thirty years composing/ conducting and arranging hi s
multitalented musical experience . Tito is aquainted with th e piano ,
vibes, timbales , saxaphone . His main gifted talent wa s the percussion
section. Tito, can relate to you through his music, with soul inganiptiy, and still please his hsipanic audience . Mr. Puente is aquainted
with Stevie Wonder , Earth Wind and Fire . Tito did his last solo for the
audience on drums . which stirred up the crowd more than the y w ere.
stirred up the crowd more than they were.
Mr. Puente was magnifying . I enjoyed him and that s the sam e response I got from everyone else . Thank You Mr. Tito Puent e and Mr .
Hector Lovoes.

Council Elections
(Continued from page 1)
should encourage others to run
when they leave, to make sure
their seats are filled ," stated
Ralph Abbate.
Abbate was also pleased with
the outcome of the election,
because he was one of the few
Council members to be reelected to a 5th consecutive term
in office.
The Vice-President-elect,
Karen Wignall , said that she
wou Id do all that she cou Id to get
more people involved , and curb
the trend of non-voting that has
existed in the past.

Wignall also commented on
the election itself. " I think it was
a shame that a number of candidates were disqualified after
ballot numbers had been
selected , this complicated the
election process," she stated .
Wignall was referring to the
candidates who were disqualified by the Election Committee
after they were given ballot
numbers, because they did not
meet the election requirements. Usually the eligibility of
candidates are checked before
they are allowen to select their
ballot numbers.
Photo b y Ralph Abbate

Tito Puente had the crowd rocking in their seats and dancing in the isles.

1HETIME
The New Conservatory Theatre
FOR HAMIL:ION
LIQUORS IS
BEFORE YOUR

NEXT

BLAST

• KEG BEER IN STOCK•
• FINE WINES & INEXPENSIVE JUGS•
VISIT BEER CITY- 3000 CASES IN STOCK
-• DISCOUNT SODA BY THE CASE, -.

HAMILTON
LIQUORS
..

2321 U.5.221West)UNION,N.J.

e

PHONE 964-5050
HOURS: Mon.thru Thurs. 9am-9pm • fri.&Sat. 9am-1Opm

The Co-Curricular Program
Board will present a " Humanities Survey " by The New Conservatory Theatre on Thursday,
April 26, 1979, at T:30 p.m., in the
Little Theatre. The " Humanities
Survey" will feature two 13th and
14th Century French farces entitled, The New Farce of the
Meatloaf and the Pie and The
Farce of Jeninot, His Masters and
His Cat. Admission is free and all
are welcome to attend .
Here are two farces frdm 13th
and 14th century France which
deal with some of the problems
of a new way of life - urban life.
Each of these farces, short and
full of physical humor, deals with
a separate problem of living in
the new towns and cities of
Europe. Both of these farces have
been translated by associates of
the NCT company.
Very little is known about the
productions of these farces , but a
great deal is known about early
town life, the trades, the development of crafts, etc. Therefore, the research into the costumes, props, and the tasks that
people did as part of their daily
lives is an integral part of our
productions of these farces. It is
clear that traveling professionals acted in them, and that they
were performed in open public
spaces such as town squares,
courtyards of castles,or inns. The
trade fairs of the 12th and 13th
centuries also would have
provided large and available
crowds.
The plays deal humorously
with the development of early
town life and the social problems
that arose when people began to
come off the land and create
new roles for themselves in

towns. Tlie problems of urban where the old roles of lords and
life began to be the subjects for serfs no longer applied. Another
gentle and not so gentle humor. subject which it gently teases is
The New Farce of the Meatloaf the problem of the double
and the Pie deals with the ques- meanings of some of the simplest
tions of poverty and hunger and words. Integrated with the sothe comical possibilities of these phisticated concepts and quesproblems. The Farce of Jeninot, tions of language and comHis M.sten t1nd His Cat treads munication is an amount in
lightly o~ the subject of the new intense clowning which makes
roles of masters and servants this farce especially suitable for
which emerged in the towns younger and mixed audience.

by Russell C. Stokes, Jr.
I hope your Spring Break was
an enjoyable one, as for me I
have been working ever so hard
to keep you, the reader, well-informed about the latest jazz
happenings.
It seems that your friendly
record company has released a
number of jazz records, just in
time for the Spring Thaw . A
number of the selections are
standard fare. But there are two
albums that I have found to be
extremely well put together. The
amazing aspect is that they are
two
releases
by
relatively
newcomers. City Slicken by
Auracle and a release by Naruda
Michael Walden, both have that
extra something that attracts the
listeners attention.
·
"City Slicken," the second
album by Auracle, is just that, city
slick . This particular album
boasts the talents of some outstanding
musicians . Among
them Lee Ritenouer and Lee May
on lead guitars. The Ritenouer
CCB Elections
sound is evident on " Little City
Slickers," " Tied Shoes," and
May 8
"Rotary Andy 's Rotary ." The rest
of the band is comprised of
Pick Up
Richard Braun on trumpet ,
Applications
flugelhorn , Stephen Kujala on
flute and · ·saxes, Biff Hannon ,
l
CCB Office
keyboards , Steve Rehbein , perausslon ist and BUI Staebell , bass,
Ron Wagner, " drums. TogetheF
these seven-musicians manage to
1,;·.;;.
•·.;;...
• _· _ _ _ _"'!"._ .._.__~ · -· '-•' . ..
. ~-• ,- create mbre than music, they

May 1st .
,,

~

I

~

,..

create a mood. The arrangements for the most part are
mellow jazz compositions. There
are enough good selections on
City Slickers to appease the most
critical jazz listener. Personally
my favorites have to be "Honey "
(with an emphasis on vibes)
"Bombs Away Ballet " (outstanding sax work here) and
"City of Penetrating "Light"
(mystical quality the key here).
This is one album you will have
difficulty not liking.
To tell you the truth , I just can't
say enough about Auracle, except that it took me awhile to put
them on my turntable, had I
known, they would have been
there alot sooner. The album
once again is City Slickers by
Auracle.
Naruda Michael Walden is one
of those artists that you have
difficulty typecasting. Walden's
talents include playing the
drums and as lead sif)ger, he handles both chores well. On this
first album by Walden , the vocals
are clear and precise, with a
tendency to be mellow to
upbeat.
Most of the arrangements are
ballads and should crossover
nicely on the Rhythm and Blues
charts. Not 'bad for the first
outing .
_
Next week Fred Raimondi will
bring you , a(l in-depth story
about WBGO· Newark's brand
new classica·I jazz station.
,
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''May, We Dance'': Six Week Salute To Dance Fo·r TV
.

A six week-long celebration of
the best of dance for televisiQn
will begin May 2 when
WNET/ THIRTEEN, New Work
presents "MAY, WE DANCE."
This special springtime festival
on PBS features six leading
American dance companies,
both live and on tape, in both
classic and modern productions
conceived by six master choreographers and spotlighting some
of the nation 's finest dancers.
"MAY, WE DANCE" on
GREAT PERFORMANCES includes television premieres from
American Ballet Theatre (May 2) ,
The Feld Ballet (May 16) and the
Martha Graham Dance Company (May 30). In addition ,
featured w ill be encore telecasts
of the Paul Taylor Dance Company (May 9) , New York City
Ballet (May 23) and the San Francisco Ballet (June 6) . The premiere program will air on Wednesday evening, May 2 at 8 p.m.
On the five consecutive Wednesday evenings that follow,
programs will air beginning at 9
p.m .•
All the Dance in America programs of "MAY, WE DANCE,"
produced by WNET/ THIRTEEN ,
New York, are made possible by
grants from EXXON, the National
Endowment for the Arts and the
Corporation for Public Broadcasting. Additional funding for
Live from Lincoln Center is
provided by The Andrew W .
Mellon Foundation.
*(Please consult local listings)
Dance especially conceived
for and presented on television
originated
in 1964 at
WNET/THIRTEEN . The Dance in
America series on THIRTEEN 's
GREAT
PERFORMANCES
became an on-going reality in
1976. "When Dance in America

began , we had to overcome
reluctance on the part of
choreographers and dancers to
collaborate with us. Since that
time, a much more positive attitude has developed toward
dance on . television," notes
Emile Ardolino, series coordinating producer for Dance in
America. " Most choreographers now realize that it's_not just
exposure - dance for television

has a va lidity of its own and is not
merely a duplication ofwork for .
the theater. Many choreographers, once skeptical about
the possibilities of television
have even expressed interest in
creating
works
designed
especially for camera ."
American Ballet Theatre
The festival begins on May 2
from 8-11 p.m . with American
Ballet Theatre's full-length per-

Diana Weber and Jim Sohm are paired as the yoqng lovers in Prokofiev's "Romeo and Juliet." The presentation will air on Great Performances' "May, We Dance" Festival, Wed., June 6, at 9 p.m. on PBS.

Graduate Art Students Exhibit Work
Graduate Exhibit - '79, an art
show featuring the work of ten
graduate students from the fine
arts program at Kean College,
will be held in Kean 's VaughnEames Gallery from April 17 to
May 4. The gallery is open week·days from 10:00 a.m . to 2:00 p.m.,
Monday
through
Thursday
evenings from 5:00 to 8:00 p.m.
and Saturday from 11 :00 a.m. to
1:30 p.m .
The exhibition will consist of
paintings, prints, ceramics, fiber
work and jewelry. Graphics exhibited include animated screen
prints, etchings, collographs,
woodblocks and other diversified prints. Frequent use of unco n vent ion a I finishes is
prevalent , including gloss ,
metallic and clear screenprinted surfaces.
Two ceramic artists will display
wheel thrown forms, and hand
built pieces using slab and combination constructions. Construction and finishing styles vary
from the conventional/functional to the ornately organic.

Complementing the diversity
of media in the show are silver
and stone jewelry, and a variety
of functional objects which
utilize the techniques of metal
casting, fusing and forging.
The paintings by two artists utilize techniques of acrylic paints
on canvas in contemporary
abstract styles. The stencilled,
sprayed method of one artist
creat~ serene
atmospheric
depictions of endless mountains. Vertical bands are used by
the other painter to create

multiple views.
Among the fiber works shown
are delicately-woven wall
hangings, aRd a triptych arrangement. Contrasting tapestries done in a bold , colorful
style, suggest organic forms and
utilize both natural · and artificially-dyed fibers.
Further information can be
obtained by calling Vito
Giacalone, Exhibition Director,
at (201)527-2307/2347/2688. The
exhibit is free and open to the
public .

This aummer Paraona offer• you the opportunity
to paint on the Rive Gauch•, explore th•
pre•hlatorlc cave• of th• Dordogne
region of France and study Interior
de•l•n at the Mua6e dea Arta
Decoratlfa.

Community Gallery
Exhibits ''Preludes''

taken from scenes of American
Community Gallery, 1140 East
life.
Jersey Street, Elizabeth, is
pleased to present the paintings
Linda Gall and Chantal
and drawings of four young and
Trandaf.i r also engaged in the
extremely talent ed artists in its study of art, are students at Livspring exhibition entitled
ingston
College in
New
" Preludes." They are Tomas
Brunswick. Ms. Gall's large ·
Lopez, Marco Munoz, Linda Gall
colorful paintings, give an almost
and Chantal Trandafir. The exfiber
like feeling to the work. Her
The Co-Curricular
hibit will open on Friday night jagged edges and crumpled
Program Board
April 20, at 7-9 p .m . and will condrawings are printed _ with
tinue to be on display until May various geometric and natural
of Kean College
15. The public is invited to attend shapes. Her large paintings are
'· presents
the reception to meet the artists, stitched together at various
refreshments will be served .
places and suggest a patch work
Both Tomas Lopez and Marco . quilt. Ms. Trandafir's contrastMunoz, who are residents of ing -hard-edge style of recElizabeth, are presently study- tangular canvases are a mixture
ing at the Newark School of Fine of colorful squares and carefully
and Industrial Arts in Newar-k. drawn objects. Linda Gall has
Lopez works in a realistic almost had her drawings on display in
illustrative style with a wash like New York City and is planning to
application
of paint while do graduate work at Rutgers
"The New farce Of The
Munoz's c;ontrasting style is University in the fall. Chantal
Meatloaf And The Pie"
based on · distortion of the Trandafir's work was ., most
tiuman form, thru application of recently on display at Kilmer Lib" The farce Of Jeninot,
paint scratched off as well as rary and the Livingston ARt
His Masters And His Cat "
painted on the surface and ges- Gallery,· Livingston College.
·
Thurs., April 26, 1979
tural construction with absence
1:30 p.m. in the
The
exhibiti<>n
can
·be·
seen
of color. Munoz's work evokes a
Little The•tre
strong
emotional
resppnse. daily Monday_ thru Friday 10-4
Lopez's eaisily identifiable sub- and Saturday 11-4. For informaAdmission Is free
..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...._ __. ~ je~ matt.er is popular figures tion call ~1267. ·

The New
Conservatory
Theatre

'·

leads in the Andante Movement
from Mozart's " Divertimento
No. 15" ; and Ms. Ashley, Bart
Cook, Daniel Duell , Colleen
Neary and Adam Luders will
appear in " The Four Temperaments," to a Paul Hindemith
score.
Martha Graham Dance Company
"MAY, WE DANCE" unveils
the second premiere of the festival on Wednesday evening, May
30 at 9 p.m . Martha Graham has
choreographed
and
reconceived " Clytemnestra," one of
her signature works, for television . The 90-m inute telecast of
this modern classic, features
Yuriko Kimura in the title role,
first created by Ms. Graham at its
1958 premiere, Egyptian composer Halim EI-Dabh composed
the speci ally-commissioned
score and Japanese sculptor
lsamu Noguchi designed the
decor . Designer Halston 'crea ted
and donated the costumes and
The Feld Ballet
On Wednesday e.vening, May head dresses for this television
premiere.
16 at 9 p .m ., The Feld Ballet will
San Francisco Ballet
present an hour-long program
The f inale of " MAY, WE
featuring choreographer Eliot
Feld 's classic " Intermezzo" and DANCE" carries the series into
his witty and unique salu te to the month o f June, presenting
America , " Hal f Time," as well as on Wednesday, June 6 at 9 p.m .,
the San Francisco Ballet's triumselections from fi ve 'of his other
phant production of " Romeo
work s: " Danzon Cubano," " La
and Juliet," choreographed by
Vida," " The Real McCoy," "ExMichael Smu in and danced to
cursions" and " Santa Fe Saga."
t he music of Serge Prokofi ev. Jim
Composers Morton Gould and
Sohm and Diana Weber will be
Aaron Copland , who wrote the
seen as Shakespeare 's "sta rmusic of four of the program 's
crossed lovers " in a work first
works, talk to Feld between
seen on public television last
ballet segments in The Feld
year.
Ballet's debut in the Dance in
Actor Richard Thomas introAmerica series .
duces and comments on the
New York City Ballet
three-act ballet.
" Choreography by BalanDANCE IN AMERICA on
chine, Part 1," was the first in a
GREAT
PERFORMANCES
is
four~part tribute on public teleproduced by Merrill Brockway,
vision to the genius of master
Emile Ardolino and Judy
choreographer George BalanKinberg,
with
individual
chine. The milestone program ,
programs directed by Mr.
which first aired in 1977, will
Brockway or Mr. Ardolino. LIVE
return on Wednesday evening,
FROM LINCOLN CENTER is
May 23 from 9-10 p.m. New York
produced by John Goberman
City Ballet principals Suzanne and directed by ~irk Browning.
Farrell and Peter Martins will
Jae Venza is executive producer
dance " Tzigane" to the music of for the GREAT PERFORMMaurice Ravel; Merrill Ashley
ANCES series, produced by
and Robert Weiss will dance the
WNET/THIRTEEN, New York.
formance of Tchaikovsky's " The
Sleeping Beauty," telecast Uve
From Lincoln Center. Prima
ballerina Cynthia Gregory
dances the title role of Princess
Aurora, who sleeps for one hundred years until awakened by the
kiss of a prince, danced by Fernando Bujones, the first American to win the Gold Medal at the
Varna International Ballet Competition. Many of ABT's leading
dancers and soloists, plus the full
corps de ballet, appear in this
four-act work, choreographed
by Marius Petipa.
Paul Taylor Dance Company
The Paul Taylor Dance Company will be seen the following
Wednesday, May 9 at 9 p .m . in an
hour-long encore presentation
of a Dance in America segment,
featuring " Esplanade," danced
to the music of J.S. Bach and
" Runes," to a score by Gerard
Busby. Both works were choreographed by Mr. Taylor.

Parsons in Paris
.is a six week summer sessi011
designed to provide art students with a broad
e)(posure to the rich heritage of art and design in Fra_nce.
,

Parsons School of O.slgn,
•• l'lfth Avenue
New York, N.v~ ·10011.
attn. Dean Salvador(
Nam1L...,_ _ _ _ _ _...:....~

Please send me information
on the Parsons in Paris
Program for Summer '79

KC
----,----------....;..

Addrass, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....,..._ _

1~u1tn:NU1tN-1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -A
Alpr
~ iill1919~, 1197979

COLLEGE IS A RIOT

by Ron Gega
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PLANET OF DRONE

bv Derek Dent

WE ARE.
~~KINC:ICO
0 F9 .HE LIGHT
CRUISER
SIR .....

lHUNDERBIRD

by Wayne Canada
MEAN WHILE, BENEATH THE SURFACE ..
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fOR SOMEONE LIKE YOU

by Garret Gega
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Entertainment
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CCB Film Presents

"A DADED GOOD MOVIE."

(1961]
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April 22
Little Theatre

7:30 p.m.
25¢ Admission .

Come to the next
coffeehouse in Sloan Lounge
Thursday , April 19
8:30 p.m.
$.25 donation
Free coffee and tea
Anyone wishing to play,
sign up in
Sloan Lounge that night.

Club
Happenings
I ownsend Leet ure Series
pre.ten H

ll l:LLA AIIZl iG
Monday. May 7. 197'1

p.m.
J-100

8

Classifieds
COl ,NSELOH.S \\ Al'li I EU
Ph ys ical Education. athletes. \\ SI.
drama, A&C. J!eneral co-ed overnij!ht camp. N . \'. Stale. A ppl y
Uavid EttenberJ!. IS l:Jdorado
Place. \\ eehawken. !'llew Jerse~·
07011 7.

··oealin1,1 With llureaucracv··
·1ickets and information availahle in
Pol itical Science Office JI05

HELP \\Al'IIIEU
Students! \\ork P(I n o w. ~(I this
summer. Excellent salar~·- l ar
necessary . Call Campus Blotters.
Inc . 11.\S-!I0SS .

Kappa delta Pi open meeting tor all
interes ted memhers Tues .. April 24 .
7:30 p .m . liuest speaker Judy
Vitolo ··A Joh tn l:ducat1on :· Km
1208 .

\\Al'IITEU
Music Teacher needed for ·1emple
School. Sunday. 'l:31H 1:4S a .m .
tl!uitar. accordian . piano. etc . ). 9-1.l
yrs. September 1979 term . Call .l799Ss.&. .HIJ-7!12S. 992-S147 (must
read Hebrew!.

Speakinl( o n

Notices •Notices • Notices
Advanced
R egistration
l<'or
Fall 1979
- Will Be
May l
through

M a y 17, 1979

Fi nacial Aid Awareness
Week is planned for the
week of April 24-27th. As
part of this program. a
Financial Aid Workshop
will be held on Tuesday. April 24th in Townsend 115 at
I :40 p.rn . durtng the free
period. All students are encouraged to attend . Financial Aid application procedures will be explained and
individual counseling will be
available .

, GOINGON.....
Thursday, April 19, 1979

9:00- 6:00
12:00- 6:00
12:30 p.m .
6:00 p.m .
7:00-11 :00
7:40-10 :10
6:00 p.m .
8 :30 p .m .

p .m .
p .m.

Senior Pictures
Third World Movement Elections
Lunchtime Theatre 49e admission
Student Council Meeting
p.m .
Exodus Gospel Choir
p .m.
Alpha Theta Chi
Co-Curricular Program Bd presents : "' The It inerant Fool " Ken Feit
Coffeehouse 25¢ donation
Frid ay, April 20, 1979
9:00- 8:00 p.m .
Senior Pictures
4:00 p.m .-Start
CEC Dance Marathon
7:00-10 :00 p.m .
Evening Student Council Meeting
8:00 p .m .
FASA Wedding
Satu rd ay, April 21, 1979
Continuing
CEC Dan ce Marathon
8:00- '4 :00 p .m.
CLEP Testing
11 :00- 3:00 p .m.
Alpha Kappa Psi
6:00-11 :00 p.m.
Engl ish Dept. Festival
Sunday, April 22, 1979
1 :00 a.m .- Ends
CEC Dance Marathon
6:00 p.m.
Mass
6:00-11 :00 p.m .
English Dept. Festival
7:00 p.m.
CCB Film : " Blue Colla r" 25¢ adm issio n
Monday, April 23, 1979
8:30- 4:30 p.m.
Kean Instructiona l Tea m Workshop
3:00- 5:00 p.m.
Latin Fraternity
7:00-10 :00 p.m.
First Aid Squad
8:00 p .m.
SI A Jazz Series Presents : Rob in Kenyatta
Tuesday, April 24, 1979
12 :00- 8:00 p.m .
Student Union Feasibility Study
12 :10 p .m .
Mass
1 :40 & 7: 40 p .m. Modern Times and After Spring Film Festival
1 :40- 2:55 p .m.
School of Education Curriculum Committee
"
IVCF
International St udents Associ ation
IFSC
Latin Sororit y
Outing Club
Council for Exceptional Children
Yoga Club
Association for Computer Machinery
Student Teaching Club
Psychology Club
Jewish Student Union Film Fest ival
Financial Aide Awareness
EEO
EEO
Safe Energy Alternatives - Lecture & Films
7:40,-,10 :10 p .m .
Nu Theta Chi
Omega Sigma Psi
Delta Sigma Pi
Lmabda Chi Rho
Nu Sigma Tau
Rho Theta Tau
Sigma Beta Chi
Sigma Kappa Phi
Nu Sigma Phi
Ya'
Zeta Delta Pi
Nu Delta Pi
Sigma Theta Chi
Ya'
Sigma Beta Tau
English Depa rtment
8 :00 p .m.
Sigma Kappa Phi Moth e r/ Daughte r Dinner
We dnesday, Apr il 25, 1979
10:00-12 :00 p.m .
Senior Dancing - Modern / Folk
12:0o p.m .
Woman Talk
1 :40 & 7:40 p .m. Modern Times And After - Spring Film Festival
3:00 & 8:00 p.m. S/ A Fi lm: ·· Happy Birthday, Wanda June" Free
6:00 & 8:00 p.m . Hotline Training
6:00-10:00 p.m .
Sigma Beta Tau Dinner
6:00-11 :00 p .m.
English Depa rtment Festival
8:00-10:00 p.m.
Christian Prayer Meeting
8:00-10:00 p .m .
Groove Phi Groove Meeti ng

Cloak Rm ,Downs Hall
Browsing Rm
Little Theatre
Mtg Rm A
PA141
)143
Little Theatre
Sloan Lge
Cloak Rm,Downs Hall
CC Cafe
Browsing Rm
VE Lobby
CC Cafe
ORI
Faculty DR
Alumni Lge
CC Cafe
Browsing Rm
Alumni Lge
Wilkins Theatre
Alumni Lge
)101
Alumni Lge
Little Theatre
Grill Rm
Alumni Lge
)100
H122
)101
)102
W'207
W200

J132
)137
T210
J134
W100
J333
w:;oo
T115
1131
J136
Little Theatre
VE211
W'202B
)142
W300

W317
VE114
J335
1143
T116
T208
B109
B123
W213
W300

Browsing Rm
DR Ill
Alumni Lge
)100
Little Theatre
Browsing Rm
Faculty DR
DR Ill
Browsing Rm
Rm B
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Gridders To Play
In Meadowlands

Recreation Round Up
INTRAMURAL SPORTS
Basketball Playoffs
On Wednesday, April 4th , the
men 's intramural playoffs began.
The top four teams from each division were seeded into a single
elimination final tournament.
The first round saw the Owls
defeat the Phantom Beer Drinkers in what everyone thought
would be the upset game of the
season. TPBD made the Owls
work for their 55-39 victory . Bob
Rath was the high scorer of the
game.
The Knights defeated the
Italian Stallions 59-49 with Roger
Graves of the Knights and J.
Malta of the Italian Stallions as
the top scorers. The T.f .'s defeated the Krones in a superb 68-40
victory . The T.F.'s only had five
men playing that night and Kyle
Curran lead the game w ith 22
points. T.W .M . defeated Cousins
in Harmon y 56-50 with B. Walker
leading the game with 20 points.
Thursday nights' semi-final
games saw the T.F.'s defeat the
Knights 53-41 and the Knights
defeated T.W .M . 59-50.
The final championship game
was played on Friday, April 6 at
7:30. The T.F.'s and the Owls
played a grueling game with the
Owls finally emerging as champs
55-54. The T.F.'s played a spectacular game with a skeleton
team of only five. The game was
played on the varsity basketball
court with the clock stopping , in
contrast to the regular seasons'
running clock/half court games.
Both teams played a long and
hard game, and Paul Schoeb of
the T.F.'s was the high scorer of
the game with 25 points.
The Department of Intramural-Recreation Sports would
like to congratulate the Owls for
a victorious season. The 1979
Owls: Ollie Hawkins, Eloy
Ashworth, Bill Comeaux, Bob
Rath , John Stroka, Bob Maslo,
David Jackson, Steve Callahan,
and Holt Walker.

•••

WRESTLING CHAMPIONS
126 and under, Tom Cheek;
127-140, Tom Wilk; 141-150,
Robert Cowan; 151-170, Mark
DeGiecomo ; 171-190, Bob
Milici; and over 190, Mike Heck.

•••

COMING SOON
Pinball Wizard Contest
Pre-registration deadline is
Friday, April 20. There will be a
singles division and a co-ed team
division. The tournament will be
held Tuesday, April 24 and Wednesday, April 25 from 6-9 p.m.
Tuesday's round will be held in
the Dougall Hall gameroom.
Registration begins at 5:30 p.m.
Wednesdays' round begins at 6
p.m. in the Pub (if )OU do not
play the machines on Tuesday in
Dougall, you cannot play the
machines in the Pub on Wed .).
Following the final round on
Wed., there will be a beer party
for all participants. DON'T MISS
OUT! 11 Sign up in the Intramural Office D-114 D' Angola
Gym.

•••

Disco Dance Contest
Entry deadline is Friday , April
20th . Sign up for either the
couples division or the single
freestyle division . If you feel like
a star ... sign up for both divisions. Good fun , good prizes!
Sign up in the Intramural Office
D-114 D' Angola Gym.

•••

OPEN RECREATION
Gymnasia
The - gyms will be open - for
recreation beginning at 6 :00
p.m . now that the intramural
basketball
season
is over .
Weekend hours remain at 12:00-5:00 p.m.

results in specific certification .

•••

CROSS-COUNTRY RUNNERS
The Dept. of IntramuralRecreational Sports, Division of
Sport Clubs, is exploring the

by George Edmondson
Athletic
Director
Hawley
Waterman and Head football
Coach Ray Murphy have announced that the Squires football team will make their first visit
to Giant's Stadium in October.
The New Jersey State College
Conference game between Kean
and William Paterson will be
played October 6 as the opener
of a Division Ill doubleheader. In
the nightcap, Montclair State will
take on Seton Hall.
Coach Murphy, his staff and
the Squires have to be enthusedat the prospect of playing in the
beautiful, modern 77,000 seat
stadium that houses the Giants of
the National football League and
the World Champion Cosmos of
the North American Soccer
League .
" It defin itely gives our program some recognition ," Murphy said . " I know the kids are excited about it and it's bound to
help our recruiting. " Murphy is
also delighted about the timing
of the contest. " It comes at a very
good time. Paterson is always the

game after Montclair and we 're
usually down psychologically.
That should not be the case
now."
Though the Squires finished
last season with a 3-7 record ,
there is reason for optimism . Last
year the Kean roster of 75 players
included 60 freshmen . The
Squires ended last season on a
strong note with an upset of the
Nations Number One Club
team , Ramapo College.
With experienced personnel
returning at most positions , the
optimistic outlook seems well
based . However, the strong New
Jersey State College Conference schedule may have some
bearing on _how the Squires fair
in 1979. Teams such as Montclair
State, Trenton State and Glassboro State could prove troublesome for a young squad . Coach
Murphy and the Squires are
looking forward to their Giant
Stadium date and an exciting
1979 season. Kean will open their
'79 season on September 15 at St.
John 's.

Pool
Daytime hours Monday
through Friday are 12:15-1 :30
p.m . Evening hours are Monday
and
Wednesdays 7:00-10 :00
p.m., until April 23rd , when they
will become 6:00-10 :00 p .m .
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday
evening hours are still consistently 6 :00-10:00 p .m. Weekend hours · remain 12:00-5:00
p.m . Please note that in the April
5th issue of the Independent,
hours were incorrectly published.

possibility of establishing a competitive, extra mu ra I Cross Country Club.

Weight Room
Monday through Friday ,
12:00-11 :00 p.m., Saturday and
Sunday, 12:00-5:00 p.m .

Wet Golfers Drop Four Straight

•••

SPORT CLUBS
The Dept. of lntramuralRecreaiional Sports sponsors the
Division of Sports Clubs, which is
a rapidly growing program here
at Kean College of New Jersey.
Sports Clubs are of a competitive, non-competitive or instructional
nature
which
provides diversified and comprehensive recreational opportunities, in addition to campus
socialization.

Anyone with a particular area
of expertise who wishes to esta blish his/her own club, is
welcome to apply to do so, pending the amount of interest expressed and the number of willing participants. The club advisor
is responsible for keeping accurate attendance records of participation , electing club officers, and of administering its
constitution . Initial procedures
are made by the Director of the
Sports Clubs. Application forms
for club entertainment are found
in the Dept. of IntramuralRecreational
Sports,
D-114.
When permIssIon has been
granted to formalize and establish a sport club, the advisor
will meet with the Sport Club
Director and a schedule will be
made for club meetings, and for
a facility reservation .
Unless otherwise specified, all
clubs are co-ed, opened to the
entire college community of
faculty/staff and students and
attendance may be flexible and
open. In general there is no fee
for instructions or use of equipment, though in some cases club
members may be required to pay
· a special testing fee if course

An organizational meeting has
been scheduled for college
hour, 1 :40-2 :55 p.m ., on Tuesday, May 1st, in D-125 to determine the amount o f interest and
number of willing participants
within the college community.
The club will not be formally
organized until the fall semester, but let us know now that
you 're willing and able!

by Ken Cieslak
This was a week for everyone .
to sit back, relax and enjoy a
good vacation. It was anything
but a vacation for the Kean Golf
team (0-5). first there was the
Montclair State match. It was ·
raining so only two Kean golfers
showed up, while the full squad ·
from Montclair was on hand.
Kean had to forfeit and get ready
for the next match against a
tough team from Glassboro
State.
This time the weather Wilf
even worse then efore. It was
raining quite heavily and the
wind was blowing hard, but the
match went on as scheduled.
Glassboro had all the advantages. They were dressed in rain
gear and were dry, while the

Kean golfers had only light windbreakers that were soaked
through in five minutes.
Only nine holes were played
but that was enough for the
Profs. They show a 216 which is a
good round in spite of the
weather. No scores for Kean are
available.
John (The Swan) Vecchio
played number one man, while
Mike (Molsen) Knight played
two. The other starters were
Andy (Surf) Beach, Mike Heck,
Rick Donovan, and Ken Cieslak .
Next on the schedule was a trimeet against Ramapo and N.J.I. T.
Ramapo is a contender for
N.C.A.A. Division Ill title and
had an easy time with the victory,
as they won by a score of 383-436

and N.J.I.T. won 421-436. Mike
Knight shot an 82, Swan Vecchio
a 87, Surf Beach a 90, Mike Heck a
98 and Wayne Cree a 95.
Clubhouse Chatter: Swan
Vecchio was named team captain by Coach Murphy. The next
match is Monday, April 16
against William Patterson . Mike
Knight had three Birdies against
Ramapo, N.J.I.T. on front nine.
Kean played one man short in
the tri-meet. Swan Vecchio explaining his nickname "they call
me Swan· because my ball is
always in the water. " Shot of the
week goes to Wayne Cree on
third hole during rain-soaked
Glassboro match. His ball went
190 yards and his club another
100.

Department of Intramural-Recreational Sports

''Tennis ·ooubles''

Organizational Meeting will be held Tues., April 24
during College Hour (1 :40-2:55) in
D-125, D'Angola Gym

DON'T MISS OUT!

Department· of Intramural-Recreational Sports
presents

Spring 1979 Club Sports
Monday

luesd~y

Wednesd~y

Thursday

Karate Club
5: 00-6 :30 p .m.
CSW-109
Adv : Ch ris Caggiano

Dance Club
1 :40-4 :20 p.m .
. D-107
Adv: Bill Chaiso n
Gymnastics Club
1 :40-2 :55 p.m.
O W-1111
Ad v: Mary Kay Me ne ll
\'og Club
1 :40-2 :55 p.m.
Adv : M ike mc HuRh
xuba Club
1 :40-2: 55 p .m.
Ca m pus Pool
Adv: Alex Bitt ma n

K,1Hle Club

4:30-6 :00 p.m.
D-107

Gymnastics Club
1 :40-2 :55 p.m.
C~W-1111

Yoga Club
8:00-10:00 p.m.
D-107

Dance Cl u b
1:40-4:20 p.m.
D-107

Disco Contest
~on test will be held in the PUB
April 26 - 9 P.M.
~ign Up
in d-'1'14
UJ Angola Lym

Entry Deadline
April 20
i i,

Pilge 20
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Stickmen Fall - Streak Stopped At Five
by George Edm ondson
The Kean Lacrosse Team 's five
game winning streak was ended
Monday afternoo n at the hands
of a strong Dow ling squad . The
Squires ended up on the short
end of a 12-11 score in a great
game between two of the best
teams in the Knickerbocker
Conference. The Squires had
previously defeated Marxist 159, Stevens 12-10, and Drew 16-8
to raise thei r seasons mark to 5-0.
Dowling jumped o ut to a 4-1
fi rst period lead. Lost ground
balls and sloppy play hurt Kean
as freshman sensation John Staggard picked up the only Squire
goal. Play became more intense
and so did the Squires as they
scored five second period goals
and trailed at the half by a 7-6
score. The Kean midfield led the
attack in the second, as the middies tallies four of the five goals.
Terry Dwyer (2), John Rubino
and Kenny Boeglin along with
Staggard were the scorers .

ended with the score tied at 9.
Kean goaltender Br ian Dunne
came up with several key saves in
the third period .
Dowli ng took command in the
final stanza as " Lemmon Drop "
McCray gave the visitors a 10-9
lead. A nother quick Dowling
goal put Kean down two but
Warren Wallsch leger scored
twice in a four m in ute span to bring the Squires back and t ie the
sco re at 11-11. Fro m t here on in it
was anyone's game and though
Dowling had the better of the
play the Squires did have their
opportunities . Dowling scored
the deciding goal with five
minutes remaining . The home
squad had a chance to tie but a
questionable reversal of a call by
the referee denied the Squires of
that chance as Dowling ran out
the clock.
In running their record to 5-0
prior to the Dowling contest, the
Squires had shown themselves to
be a good first half club. In the

independenl

SPORTS
The slippery field and terrible
weather conditions did not
hamper the Squires spirits as
Marc Remoli and Ray Bock
scored quick third period goals
and Kean had their first lead of
the day at 8-7. That lead was
short-lived however, as the I 'Jng
Island invaders came back -vith
two scores midway through the
period . John Staggard picke J up
his third goal of the game with
five minutes remaining in the
third period and the period

Marist game, Kean exploded for
six second period goals on their
way to a 9-4 half time score. Terry
Dwyer, Marc Remoli and John
Staggard had given Kean a 3-2
first period lead. Remoli picked
up four goa~ in the second
period and Dwyer and Brian
Dunne added single scores . The
Squires attack scored three more
goals in each of the final two
periods for the 15-9 victory.
Dwyer, Remoli and Ken Boeglin
scored in the third and Warren

Cre gge's Quiz Corner
by Jim Cregge
1. Name the sporting event
that includes salmon. trick
riding , and jumping competition .
2. Identify the sport that was
originally called " minorette."
3. Name the first nat ive African to be declared t he world 's
top t rac~ and fiel d at h lete.
4, 'What sporting event is
known' for the "horizo ntal sw an
dive? " ;
5. Atcording to NCAA rules,
how long is a volleyball net, how
wide is it, and how far off of the
ground is it?
6. What kind of cars were used
in the first International Race of
Champions series?
7. Who is the former GIANT
who won the Outland trophy in

1973?
8. Who set the record for the
fastest tennis serve ever
measured , and how fast was it?
9. The Gold Cup is a prestigious trophy given to the winner
o f. a year long series of races for
U n li m ited Powerboats. Who has
won t he tr ophy mo re lrtan
anyo ne else, and h ow ni·any
times has he wo n it ?
10. Who is Dale Ea rnha rd t,
and why was his name
t he
news last month?
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Wallsch lege r picked up three
goals in the fi nal period .
The pattern wa s the sam e in
the Stevens game. The Squires
took a 4-3 first period lead on
goals by Remoli , Wallschleger
and Staggard (2). That lead was
increased to 9-5 at the half on
tallies by Bob Patlin , E.J. Warren ,
J.R. D ' Alessandro , Terry Dwyer
and Marc Remol i. Remol i and
Staggard p icked up th ird period
goa Is as the lead rose to 11-6.
W ith the Squi res using second
line players in t he final period,
Stevens cut the score to 12-10 in
the last session .
The Drew contest was to be a
different story entirely as the
Squires were faced with a difficult situation. Kean jumped out
to a 4-1 first period lead on goals
by Buck Buchanan , Remoli, Staggard and Ken Boeglin . The
~quires dominated the second
period as Dwyer, Evan Seilburg,
E.J. Warren and Warren Wallschleger gave Kean a 8-1 halftime
lead . Drew closed the Kean lead
to 11-5 in the third as Terry
Dwyer had all three Squire goals
in the third period. The most trying moment of the contest came

at the end of the third period
when Kean goali e Brian Dunn e
became involved in a fight with a
Drew attackman . Dunne was
ejected and Kean Coach Hawley
W aterman was forced to use
former hockey goaltender Lou
Nyitray as his repla cement. Lou ie
responded brilliantly in his first
varsity action as Kean came
home with a 16-8 win. Ra y Bock ,
Staggard (2), Patli n and Dwyer
were the goal scorers in fi na l
period .
With the loss to Dowling , the
record stands at 5-1. At this poi nt,
hopes for a Knickerbocker
Championship look doubtful.
The Sqtiires have nothing to be
ashamed of as they head towa rds
the second half of their schedule. The Squires will face West
Chester this Saturday at home,
game time is 1 :00 p .m. Kean then
will take on FDU in Teaneck next
Wednesday at 3:45 p.m .

•• •

EDMONDSON'S
ST AR OF THE GAME
Marist: Marc Remoli , 5 pts.;
Terry Dwyer, 3 pts. ; Bob Patlin, 1
pt.
Stevens: John Staggard, 5 pts .;

Terry Dwyer , 3 pts.; J.P. D ' Alessa ndro, 1 pt .
Drew : Terry Dwyer , 5 pts .; Ray
Bock, 3 pts .; Lou Nyitray, 1 pt.
Dow li ng : Joe Tores , 5 pts .; Ray
Bock, 3 pts .; Terry Dwyer , 1 pt.
Loc kerroom Lilughs: Ray Bock
A wards go to Ray Boc k for the
Marist game, Jack Foley for the
Stevens game, Gene Nann fo r
the Drew game and Marc Remol i
for th e Dowl ing game. Hono rable M ention s go to Terry
Dw ye r, Ja mes Bucha nan, Ken
Sl usser, John Staggard and to the
Bus Driver for t he Stevens game,
w ho heard about t he Bock
Award and proceeded t o slam
into a car in Hoboken, N.J ..... .
In ECPC Spr ing Hockey act ion,
Roh lan der's Raiders, the preseason favo rites dropped their
fi rst contest of the season by a 5-3
score. In their next game they
sal vaged a 4-4 tie with two third
period goals. Their next game is
ton ight at Branch Brook Ice
Center, game time is 8:15 p .m .
..... John Rubino looked sharp
coming off ankle injury against
Dowling ..... Brian Dunne p icks
up Joe Melvin Award for h is
Drew skirmish ..... Helene Klein.

Deresky,, Lang Are Hockey Stars
by "The Wiz "
The Kean College hockey
team placed two players on the
Metropol itan Collegiate Conference All-Star team. Sophomore defenseman Ed Deresky
and Senior center John " Lights
Out " Lang, became the third and
fourth Kean players to make the
elite team. Bob Boylan , now assistant coach at Kean , was an All-Star center in 1977 and Tom
"The Ricker" Mullen was the
ri ght wing on the 1978 All-Star
team . Deresky had h is finest
season with 21 goals and 26 assists
for 47 points, which lead all
defensemen. Lang , who has
more goals thart anyone in
Kean 's hockey history (71) had 21
goals and 17 assists for 38 points
this season.
Coach Tom O ' Donnell was
pleased w ith the two selections,
bu t upset t hat his star center and
Kea n 's all-t ime scor er M ike Griffi n was not sel ected . " D eresky
and Lan g are excellent select ions for t he A ll-Star team.
Deresky is the best offensive
defenseman in division three
hockey and Lang is a tough competitor who can score from
anywhere. I'm sorry that Mike
Griffin or Ed Cooney were not
selected . They both are great
players and I could only look at
them as true all-stars."
Kean 's sophomore goalie Lou

Photo by Par Ga//en!e

Ed Deresky (3) was a unanimous Met League All-Star selection this
season.
Nyitray was tied for second team
honors with Fordham goalie
John Moore, but Moore was

selected due to being a senior.
The All-Star team is selected by a
vote of the league coaches.

MET CONFERENCE ALL-STARS 1979
Defe nse, Ed Deresky
Kean
Defense, Bob Schultzy
Sto nybrook
Center, John Lang
Kean
Forward , Ed Dagerstein
John Jay
Forward , Bill Shafey
Stonybrook
Goalie, Jim Brant
Columbia

Sophomore
Senior
Senior
Senior
Senior
Senior

This Week In Sports

•

APRIL

24--25

ENTRY
DFA t>LINF

APA1L 20

Todily, Thursday, April 19
Softball ............ .... ..... . ... .... Ru tgers at Kean , 4:00
Softba ll (JV) ............... . ......... Rutgers at Kea n, 4:00
Frid ay, April 20
Baseball ... . .. .. ............. .. . .. .. Trenton at Kean , 3:15
Tennis ... . ................... Kean at Newark Rutgers, 3: 30
Golf ........ .. .............. . ....... Ramapo at Kean , 1: 30
Saturday, April 21
Baseball ..... . ...................... Kean at Trenton, 3:15
Softball ... . ..... . ................. Kean at Queens (2) 1:00
Lacrosse .......... . ............ West Chester at Kean , 1:00
Sunday, April 22
No games scheduled
Monday, April 23 ·
Baseball ..... .. ............. Kean at William Paterso n,
Tennis ............... . ......... Kean at FDU Madison,
Golt . ...... .. ........ ..... .... . ... Kean at M o nt clai r ,
Tuesday, April 24
Softball .... . ...... . ...... .......... . Hol fst ra at Kean ,
Lacrosse (B Squad) .......... . ...... Kea n at St. John 's,
Wednesday, April 25
Baseball ..................... Rutgers Newark at Kean .
Lacrosse ... . ..... . ....... .. .... Kean at FDU-Teaneck,
Tennis .... . . ... . .. . . . . . .. . ....... . . . Steven 's at Kea n,

3:00
3:00
1:30
4:00
1:00
3: 15
3: 45
3: 15

